Soft on Corporate Crime

DOJ Refuses to Prosecute Corporate Lawbreakers, Fails to Deter Repeat Offenders
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Introduction: Corporate Deferred and Non-Prosecution Agreements Explained

Corporations keep committing crimes, and the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) keeps refusing to prosecute them.

Instead of holding big corporations accountable when they violate the law, federal law enforcement officials go out of their way to avoid indicting them. Instead of prioritizing protecting the victims of corporate crime, the Justice Department protects corporate profits and property. Instead of prosecuting corporations, prosecutors make deals with them.

The deals prosecutors make to protect corporations from prosecution are called deferred prosecution agreements (DPAs) and non-prosecution agreements (NPAs). Prosecutors and corporate defense attorneys negotiate these deals behind closed doors to keep corporations out of the criminal justice system.

Under these agreements, the corporations pay a fine, agree to reforms and promise not to commit any more crimes. Sometimes they are supervised by a DOJ-approved monitor. Usually after two or three years, as long as the corporation does not violate the agreement, the DOJ drops any charges it may have filed.

Corporations that enter DPAs and NPAs (also known as pre-trial diversions) technically have not been found guilty – but they’re not innocent, either. They almost always admit and accept responsibility for their wrongdoing, but they are protected from the full consequences of criminal prosecution – consequences that, if criminal corporations faced them, would serve as powerful punitive deterrents.

The rationale for DPAs and NPAs is that they facilitate corporate compliance with the law and improve corporate culture better than prosecution would.

But the empirical evidence strongly contradicts this theory; in short, the DOJ’s deals with large corporate offenders do not work. Most corporations that have faced multiple criminal enforcement actions, yet avoided prosecution, are large multinationals, and most of these have avoided prosecution more than once. Contrary to the DOJ’s theory of corporate rehabilitation, DPAs and NPAs do not prevent corporate recidivism.

This history of large corporations repeatedly avoiding prosecution shows that a different approach is needed.
Key Findings

Deferred and non-prosecution agreements do not prevent corporations from breaking the law again. The DOJ has brought subsequent federal criminal enforcement actions against 38 corporations after the department entered deferred or non-prosecution agreements with the same companies. Most of these repeat offender corporations (63% – 24 out of 38) received at least one additional DPA or NPA after already having received a prior DPA or NPA, and most have pleaded guilty to subsequent crimes (66% – 25 out of 38). These corporations’ 78 NPAs and DPAs make up 15% of the 535 agreements the DOJ entered since 1992.

Corporate prosecutions are plummeting, but DPAs and NPAs are on the rise. In the first half of 2019, the DOJ used these agreements 21 times instead of prosecuting a corporate wrongdoer, putting the department on track to match previous peak years for their use. Meanwhile, the number of corporate convictions in 2018 fell to 99, the lowest number recorded since the government started tracking them in 1996. Individuals hardly ever receive pre-trial diversions from federal prosecutors – less than 1% of the time in 2018.

The biggest corporations get the most lenience. Out of the 38 repeat offender corporations identified, 36 are major corporations that are on or have appeared on the Forbes Global 2000 list of the world’s largest publicly traded corporations. Three of the corporations have held the top slot as the largest corporation in the world – JPMorgan Chase (2011 and 2010), General Electric (2009) and HSBC (2008). Most (25 out of 38) appear in the top 500 of the 2019 Fortune Global 500 list. Half of these repeat offender corporations (19 out of 38) are banks or financial corporations, and the majority of those (12) are headquartered internationally.

Prosecutors are not punishing corporations for violating agreements. Out of the 535 corporate NPAs (298) and DPAs (237) the Justice Department has entered with corporations, on only seven occasions – about 1% of the time – has the department held a corporation accountable for breaking its promise not to break the law in the future. In these instances, the DOJ extended the agreements with wrongdoing corporations on four occasions. In only three instances did it prosecute companies for their violation of the NPA or DPA.

Prosecutors are ignoring apparent violations. The reason the number of corporations being held accountable for breaching agreements is so low may be because the DOJ is not consistently enforcing against breaches. The agreements generally forbid corporations from committing further crimes, but about a third of repeat offender corporations (12 out of 38) were subject to subsequent federal criminal enforcement before the expiration of a previous NPA or DPA. Another fourth (9 out of 38) had some kind of criminal enforcement action brought against them within one and a half years of release from their previous NPA or DPA – including instances when alleged crimes occurred during the term of a previous NPA or DPA. In all 21 cases, the DOJ did not hold the corporation accountable for apparent breaches.
Section-by-Section Report Overview

This report is divided into six sections plus three appendices:

- The first section, **The Rise of Deferred and Non-Prosecution Agreements**, describes the U.S. Department of Justice's increased use of deferred and non-prosecution agreements instead of prosecutions against corporations.

- The second section, **DPAs and NPAs as Ineffective Instruments for Reform**, details congressional investigations into the use of these agreements between 2008 and 2010.

- Section three, **Systemic Risk and the Rise of Too Big to Jail**, documents the DOJ's preferred post-financial crisis argument for helping corporations avoid prosecution: that prosecuting a major financial corporation could destabilize the national or international financial system.

- Section four, **Repeat Offenders**, offers a detailed new analysis about the 38 corporations that received an NPA or DPA but nevertheless did offend again, sometimes repeatedly.

- Section five, **Egregious Examples of Corporate Repeat Offenders Receiving Multiple DPAs and/or NPAs**, provides short narrative overviews of criminal enforcement actions against HSBC, Bristol-Myers Squibb, JPMorgan Chase, Zimmer Biomet, Societe Generale and Las Vegas Sands.

- Section six, **Policy Solutions and Conclusion**, makes policy recommendations for ending corporate recidivism.

- **Appendix A: Detailed Profiles of Corporate Repeat Offenders Receiving DPAs and NPAs**, provides details for each of the 38 repeat offender corporations about the legal violations they have been accused of and the criminal enforcement actions the DOJ brought against them.

- **Appendices B and C** document corporations on the current Fortune 500 and Global Fortune 500 lists that have received at least one DPA or NPA.
I. The Rise of Deferred and Non-Prosecution Agreements

The Justice Department manual for business prosecutions instructs prosecutors to consider using deferred and non-prosecution agreements in circumstances when they see potential for a corporation's conviction to result in “disproportionate harm to shareholders, pension holders, employees, and others not proven personally culpable.” When a corporation is prosecuted, it can be subject to monetary penalties, strict oversight and reputational damage and banned from conducting business with federal and state governments.

Whether for corporations or for individuals, the Justice Department considers prosecution when it has enough evidence to prove “beyond a reasonable doubt” that the accused corporation or individual violated U.S. criminal law. Absent such evidence, the department can decline to prosecute. In practical terms, prosecution traditionally leads either to a trial conviction if the defendant is found guilty (or acquittal if not guilty) or, more often, a plea agreement, which must be approved by a judge. For felony and misdemeanor offenses, federal sentencing guidelines for organizations attempt to ensure consistent application of the law.

Before 2003, the Justice Department reached fewer than five deferred or non-prosecution agreements with corporations per year. In the first decade following the turn of the millennium, these numbers rose to double digits by 2005 and to more than 40 in 2007 and 2010 (see Chart 1).

In 2015, the use of such agreements hit a peak of 101 due to non-prosecution agreements being the Justice Department's method for resolving allegations of tax-related criminal wrongdoing by Swiss banks, 75 of which entered NPAs with the DOJ in that year under the department’s Swiss bank program. (Under the program, Swiss banks that met certain requirements, including advising the department that they had reason to believe that they had committed tax-related criminal offenses in

---

2 Ibid.
4 Civil enforcement, in which the evidentiary standards are lower and which hinge on the question of the accused's liability for wrongdoing, not on the question of the accused's guilt or innocence, is a related but separate issue not explored in this report.
connection with undeclared U.S.-related accounts, were permitted to enter into non-prosecution agreements.)

As a result of the Swiss Bank Program, there was an extraordinary number of NPAs reported during President Barack Obama’s seventh year in office. The DOJ entered into three more of these Swiss Bank Program NPAs in 2016 and another three in 2018 for a total of 81 NPAs with these Swiss banks. In exchange for avoiding prosecution, the Swiss banks were required to provide the DOJ and the IRS with detailed information, including information about accounts held by U.S. citizens, to bring their institutions into compliance with U.S. law and to pay penalties.

**Chart 1: The rise of corporate DPAs and NPAs**

![Chart](chart.png)

Source: Duke University/University of Virginia Corporate Prosecution Registry

---

A concerning trend accompanying the upsurge in DPAs and NPAs is the simultaneous decline in federal corporate prosecutions. According to the U.S. Sentencing Commission’s official annual reports on the federal criminal cases, the number of convicted corporations peaked in fiscal year 2000, when 296 corporations pleaded guilty or were convicted. The commission’s most recent report, released in June 2019, shows that in fiscal year 2018, corporate prosecutions plummeted to 99 and notes this is “the lowest number of organizational defendants reported since the Commission began reporting this information in 1996” (see Chart 2).

During the first six months of 2019, the DOJ has already entered into 21 DPAs and NPAs with corporate offenders. This means the department is on track to match earlier peak years of 2007 and 2010, when the number of corporate pre-trial agreements exceeded 40 for the year overall.

A March 2019 article in the American Criminal Law Review by Duke University Professor Brandon Garrett describes the decline in corporate prosecutions, comparing the last 18 months of the Obama administration with the first 18 months of the Trump administration. Garrett observes that while a fair number of small cases continue to be pursued, larger cases against public companies have fallen, as have the penalties in such cases when they are pursued. The DOJ increasingly is declining to bring charges against corporations – including cases in which the department alleges that an accused corporation did engage in criminal wrongdoing. These declinations are offered as an incentive for corporate defendants to fully cooperate with criminal investigations. The corporations may still be required to disgorge ill-gotten gains and pay other penalties, but the penalties are much less than what would result from prosecution. While the practice of offering declinations as an incentive to cooperate started as a pilot program under Obama and was specifically focused on Foreign Corrupt Practices Act cases, the Trump administration made the program permanent and has expanded it to other cases, notably Barclays.

---

In addition to the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act policy, Trump’s DOJ has announced several policies that will reduce corporate penalties, such as the anti-“piling on” policy that limits how much a single corporate violation can trigger penalties from multiple agencies or jurisdictions.12 The most recently announced of these policies comes from the DOJ’s antitrust division,13 and is likely to increase the

---

12 Shubber, Kadhim "Rod Rosenstein leaves lighter burden on companies at DoJ" Financial Times, 21 Jan. 2019, [https://www.ft.com/content/ff8e63f4-198d-11e9-b93e-f4351a53f1c3](https://www.ft.com/content/ff8e63f4-198d-11e9-b93e-f4351a53f1c3)
13 U.S. Department of Justice, Press Release: “Assistant Attorney General Makran Delrahim Delivers Remarks at the New York University School of Law Program on Corporate Compliance and Enforcement,”
replacement of corporate prosecutions with deferred prosecution agreements. Under the new policy, corporations that violate antitrust laws, such as participating in criminal cartel or price-fixing conspiracies, will receive a DPA if they had a strong antitrust compliance program in place. This raises the obvious question of how strong the corporation’s internal systems to prevent antitrust violations could have been if it was possible for a criminal violation to occur.

This wave of gentle corporate enforcement policies and the decline of federal corporate crime enforcement stands in stark contrast to the DOJ’s approach to noncorporate defendants – i.e., actual humans. Federal prosecutors rarely enter deals like this with noncorporate humans. According to the latest official statistics, federal courts entered pre-trial diversion agreements in fewer than 1% of cases over the past year. Between 1996 and 2005, corporate pre-trial diversion was offered at a comparable amount, averaging about 2% of corporate resolutions per year. But between 2006 and 2018, the pre-trial diversion numbers increased so that nearly one in five (18%) corporations that were the subject of criminal enforcement actions by the DOJ received a deferred or non-prosecution agreement. Over the same time frame, the proportion of noncorporate pre-trial diversions decreased from nearly 3% in 2003 to 0.6% in 2018.

Ironically, these agreements originated in the early 1900s as a way of reforming juvenile and nonviolent offenders without stigmatizing them by branding them criminals. The Trump administration DOJ’s prosecution policy of pursuing the “most serious, readily provable” offense against individuals committing low-level offenses reversed the policy that the Obama administration embraced of leniency toward low-level offenders and marked a return to the “tough on crime”

---

15 A rough estimate based on Tables D-4 and H-1 of the 2019 Federal Judicial Caseload Statistics, which report 455 pre-trial diversions out of 75,358 convictions and guilty pleas between April 2018 and March 2019. These statistics likely do not count NPAs, which are made directly between prosecutors and defendants and are not subject to court approval, https://www.uscourts.gov/federal-judicial-caseload-statistics-2019-tables
16 Ibid.
policies of the Bush administration.\textsuperscript{20} Today, the United States penal system has the largest incarcerated population\textsuperscript{21} and the highest incarceration rate in the world.\textsuperscript{22} Policies that encourage lenience toward corporations and severe punishments for individuals, especially immigrants accused of unlawful border crossings, have steadily been issued by the Trump administration. The result is a two-tiered justice system.

The stakes in preventing – or failing to prevent – corporate crime are high. The outcomes of future criminal enforcement actions against corporate violators will have tremendous consequences, not only for the corporations’ executives, employees and shareholders, but for members of the public who are the victims of corporate crime. The Department of Justice reportedly recently has launched a number of criminal investigations of corporations. If the DOJ finds that any of the corporations it is investigating did in fact violate the law, the DOJ’s choice of enforcement action – prosecution, deferred prosecution agreement or non-prosecution agreement – will show whether the department is serious about deterring corporate crime. Prioritizing victims of corporate crime means holding corporations accountable for their misdeeds, not protecting them from the legal consequences of their own unlawful misconduct.

Major corporations that reportedly are under criminal investigation by the DOJ include:

- Boeing, over the certification of the Boeing 737 Max, the model of plane that crashed in Indonesia and Ethiopia, killing 346.\textsuperscript{23}
- Deutsche Bank, over alleged anti-money laundering failures, including whistleblower allegations about suspicious transactions by White House adviser and President Donald Trump’s son-in-law Jared Kushner.\textsuperscript{24}

• Facebook, over its arrangements to share user data with other major technology companies.25
• Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, over alleged bribery payments and labor law violations.26
• Ford Motor Company, over its emissions-certification process.27
• Goldman Sachs, over its involvement with the international 1MDB Malaysian corruption scheme, and for which DOJ staff reportedly are seeking to prosecute the company.28
• Huawei, for allegedly stealing T-Mobile trade secrets.29
• Johnson & Johnson, for allegedly making misleading statements about asbestos in its talcum power products.30
• Poultry processors including Tyson Foods, Perdue Farms, Koch Foods and Sanderson Farms over an alleged price fixing conspiracy.31
• Purdue Pharma, over allegations including the OxyContin maker’s alleged failure to report doctors that overprescribed its opioids.32

• Uber, over an investigation into an alleged coverup of a 2016 data breach that exposed passengers’ and drivers’ personal information.\textsuperscript{33}

If the DOJ finds that any of these corporations committed crimes, it will be telling which, if any, of them are prosecuted and which the DOJ opts to protect with a DPA or NPA. Corporations that have already resolved criminal investigations with a DPA or NPA in 2019 include Walmart,\textsuperscript{34} Merrill Lynch\textsuperscript{35} and opioid manufacturers Insys Therapeutics\textsuperscript{36} and Rochester Drug Cooperative.\textsuperscript{37}

The rapid growth in the number of deferred and non-prosecution agreements in the mid-2000s is the outgrowth of decisions made under the Clinton administration. Mary Jo White, in 1994 the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York, credits herself with entering the first deferred prosecution agreement\textsuperscript{38} with a major corporation, Prudential Securities,\textsuperscript{39} a subsidiary of insurance giant Prudential Financial. White, who would later become the Obama administration’s chair of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), cited "crippling collateral consequences to thousands of innocent employees" as a main reason the corporation was offered a three-year DPA.\textsuperscript{40} Reporters for The Washington Post characterized the Prudential agreement as “an uncommon

deal." White joined the white-collar defense firm Debevoise and Plimpton after her time as a U.S. Attorney, and she rejoined the firm after serving as SEC chair.

In 1999, then-deputy attorney general Eric Holder issued a memo outlining the U.S. government’s policies for criminal charges against corporations, which specifically indicated that DOJ attorneys should consider “collateral consequences” when bringing charges. The “Holder Doctrine,” as it came to be known, directed federal prosecutors to consider potential adverse effects on a corporation’s shareholders and employees when deciding whether to bring charges against a corporation.

The administration of President George W. Bush further solidified the use of pre-trial diversion for corporations. In 2003, Deputy Attorney General Larry Thompson released what came to be known as the Thompson memo, which instructs federal prosecutors to consider several factors when considering prosecuting a corporation. The factors included collateral consequences, the nature of the offense, harms to the public, pervasiveness of wrongdoing within the corporation, any history of similar conduct, timely and voluntary disclosures of wrongdoing by the corporation, the corporation’s compliance program, the adequacy of prosecuting individuals responsible for the

---


corporation's malfeasance and the adequacy of civil or regulatory enforcement actions. The Thompson Memo mentions pre-trial diversion only once, but it is nonetheless seen as a decisive moment for the accelerated use of deferred and non-prosecution agreements.

Potential collateral consequences, it is worth noting, are not a factor the DOJ considers when considering whether to prosecute an individual. All that is asked of prosecutors in the Justice Manual is that they "be alert to the possibility that a conviction [...] may, in some cases, result in collateral consequences for the defendant, such as disbarment" – a consequence, it should be noted, that applies almost exclusively to white-collar criminals.

But collateral consequences for non-privileged offenders are not trivial. On the contrary, they can be devastating on both an individual and societal scale. The thousands of child separations and detentions that characterize the Trump administration's brutal "zero tolerance" immigration enforcement policies are, after all, a collateral consequence of the DOJ's immigration prosecutions.

Federal Judge Emmet Sullivan in a 2015 decision criticized corporate deferred prosecution agreements and lamented that federal prosecutors almost never enter similar agreements with individual defendants:

> The Court respectfully requests the Department of Justice to consider expanding the use of deferred-prosecution agreements and other similar tools to use in appropriate circumstances when an individual who might not be a banker or business owner nonetheless shows all of the hallmarks of significant rehabilitation potential. The harm to society of refusing such individuals the chance to demonstrate their true character and avoid the catastrophic consequences of felony convictions is, in this Court's view, greater than the harm the government seeks to avoid by providing

---

48 Ibid.
corporations a path to avoid criminal convictions. If the Department of Justice is sincere in its expressed desire to reduce over-incarceration and bolster rehabilitation, it will increase the use of deferred-prosecution agreements for individuals as well as increase the use of other available resources as discussed in this Opinion.\textsuperscript{52}

The judge wrote his decision when the Obama administration had implemented criminal justice reform policies that succeeded in reducing the U.S. prison population by 5%.\textsuperscript{53}

Furthermore, more than 2 million incarcerated Americans are parents of children under the age of 18, and at least 32,000 (who have not been accused of abuse) have permanently lost custody of their children, thousands for no apparent reason aside from the fact of their incarceration.\textsuperscript{54} Nevertheless, before the U.S. Justice Department, considerations for protecting the supposedly innocent shareholders and employees who may be harmed by a corporate prosecution outweigh considerations for protecting children who lose their parents to prosecution.

Disenfranchisement is another significant collateral consequence that convicted felons face. Felons lose their right to vote while incarcerated in 48 states, and in 12 of these states the felon’s voting rights can be denied indefinitely.\textsuperscript{55} Corporations cannot vote, but the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling in \textit{Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission} means corporations can spend as much as they want to influence elections. Among the top corporate political spenders are corporate wrongdoers that have been the subject of multiple criminal enforcement actions, including Las Vegas Sands, JPMorgan Chase, UBS, Chevron and Pfizer.

\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}
Table 1: Top corporate political spenders that have received a DPA or an NPA and been subject to subsequent criminal enforcement actions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporation</th>
<th>Total Contributions</th>
<th>To Dems &amp; Liberals</th>
<th>To Repubs &amp; Conservs</th>
<th>% to Dems &amp; Liberals</th>
<th>% to Repubs &amp; Conservs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Las Vegas Sands</td>
<td>$176,200,504</td>
<td>$67,336</td>
<td>$176,134,787</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPMorgan Chase</td>
<td>$41,380,512</td>
<td>$20,114,545</td>
<td>$21,172,791</td>
<td>48.70%</td>
<td>51.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric</td>
<td>$39,497,868</td>
<td>$17,946,169</td>
<td>$21,479,773</td>
<td>45.50%</td>
<td>54.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBS</td>
<td>$30,929,248</td>
<td>$13,118,921</td>
<td>$17,565,687</td>
<td>42.80%</td>
<td>57.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chevron</td>
<td>$28,632,527</td>
<td>$4,177,064</td>
<td>$24,400,297</td>
<td>14.60%</td>
<td>85.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>$27,212,403</td>
<td>$10,082,067</td>
<td>$17,079,757</td>
<td>37.10%</td>
<td>62.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$343,853,062</strong></td>
<td><strong>$65,506,102</strong></td>
<td><strong>$277,833,092</strong></td>
<td><strong>19.05%</strong></td>
<td><strong>80.80%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OpenSecrets.org

Among the Center for Responsive Politics’ list of top organizational political spenders, which includes corporations, labor unions and nonprofit organizations, Las Vegas Sands, whose CEO is billionaire Republican donor Sheldon Adelson, is the third largest spender.56

Importantly, the Thompson Memo was released seven months after the 2002 conviction of the multinational accounting firm Arthur Andersen. The DOJ indicted the firm on criminal obstruction of justice charges for destroying documents related to its audits of Enron,57 the disgraced energy company whose bankruptcy and a subsequent FBI investigation revealed had cheated investors out of millions. The Enron investigation resulted in 22 convictions, including of CEO Jeff Skilling.58 Throughout the legal proceeding against Arthur Andersen, the DOJ was accused of going too tough

---

on the firm, which for the duration of the proceeding was suspended from doing business with the government. Arthur Andersen’s response was to claim that the indictment was tantamount to a “death sentence” for the company, though University of Maryland law professor Rena Steinzor says the firm was already mortally wounded by the reputational damage of its Enron collusion by the time the indictment became public. Indeed, the firm’s corporate clients like the pharmaceutical giant Merck and Delta Air Lines started fleeing even before its indictment, and the firm’s foreign affiliates were taking steps to sever ties with its toxic U.S. arm. Three months later, Arthur Andersen was convicted, and as an automatic collateral consequence was subsequently barred from auditing public companies. Two years after its conviction, only 215 of its 28,000 US-based employees remained. The idea that a large corporation will almost certainly collapse in the face of federal prosecution has come to be known as the “Andersen Effect.”

During its trial, Arthur Andersen advanced the narrative that the DOJ’s prosecution was an act of a reckless and zealous government overreach – “a gross abuse of government power,” in the firm’s lawyer’s terms. To influence public opinion, Andersen engaged in a sustained public relations campaign, including by organizing demonstrations in Washington, D.C., setting up a web page the firm’s employees could use to contact their members of Congress to claim the indictment had left

---

62 Steinzor, Rena, Why Not Jail? (p. 4-5), Cambridge University Press, 2014,
65 Ibid.
them “emotionally and financially crippled,” releasing misleading information online about the government’s case, and running full-page newspaper ads claiming the firm’s lawyers were “absolutely convinced that no one in [Arthur Andersen] committed a crime.”

But the facts contradict Arthur Andersen’s version of the story. As ProPublica journalist Jesse Eisinger reports in The Chickenshit Club, his book about the decline in federal enforcement against white-collar crime, the firm’s actions were an attempt to avoid being implicated in the Enron scandal. Due to Andersen’s intransigence, the DOJ had practically no recourse besides prosecution.

Facing an SEC investigation, an Arthur Andersen lawyer relayed instructions that would result in the destruction of more paper documents over three days than the firm typically destroyed in a year, plus 30,000 files and emails. The seriousness of the offense combined with the firm’s checkered past – a 1996 DPA and previous SEC enforcements – led Justice Department prosecutors to insist Arthur Andersen admit wrongdoing. On separate occasions during negotiations with the firm, prosecutor Michael Chertoff offered a DPA and an NPA, in both cases on the condition that Arthur Andersen admit wrongdoing. But the firm’s lawyers refused, opting instead for the trial that led ultimately to the firm’s dissolution. Later, in 2005, the U.S. Supreme Court overturned Arthur Andersen’s conviction, citing faulty jury instructions. While the ruling did not dispute the facts underlying Arthur Andersen’s conviction, it further fueled opponents of prosecuting corporations, has been used deceptively to mischaracterize Arthur Andersen as purely “innocent.”

Subsequently, the view that prosecuting corporations may threaten their collapse has come to prevail. Mary Jo White, the former SEC chair and former federal prosecutor who credits herself with completing the first DPA with a major company and now works for a white-collar defense firm, supports this view in a 2005 interview with the Corporate Crime Reporter:

The Justice Department came under a lot of criticism for indicting Arthur Andersen and putting it out of business.

That was justified criticism.

---

70 Ibid.
72 Ibid.
73 Ibid.
What has happened is that since Arthur Andersen, the Justice Department, to its credit, has focused on the awesome collateral consequences of moving against an entire entity criminally. The stigma of that, the reputational hit of that is too severe for most companies to survive. And so, they have turned to what they consider to be a lesser sanction with lesser collateral consequences. And that is the deferred prosecution agreement, which can take many forms.76

This view is contested, to say the least. Law scholar and defense lawyer Gabriel Markoff has demonstrated that convicted corporations do not necessarily collapse.77 Of the 54 publicly traded corporations that were convicted between 2001 and 2010, Markoff found that the majority, 69% (37 corporations), continued to remain active after conviction. Twelve merged with or were acquired by another business under favorable conditions. Only five failed, and three of the failures occurred more than three years after their convictions. In all five cases, the corporations’ failures are readily explained by problems with the businesses. No company “could reasonably be said to have suffered a business failure because of their convictions,” Markoff writes.78 “There is no empirical evidence to support the existence of the Andersen Effect.” 79

University of Michigan law professor and former federal prosecutor David Uhlman is another noteworthy critic of DPAs and NPAs who argues that the Justice Department should not hesitate to prosecute corporations that commit criminal acts.80 Uhlman notes that the DOJ’s use of pre-trial diversion is uneven, with DPAs and NPAs seldom being used for antitrust and environmental enforcement and some U.S. Attorney’s offices using them more often than others for corporate enforcement. Uhlman takes particular exception to the DOJ entering an NPA in 2011 with Alpha Natural Resources over the Upper Big Branch mine disaster in which 29 workers were killed. Alpha acquired Massey Energy,81 the mining corporation responsible for Upper Big Branch, along with its concomitant liabilities about a year before the NPA was finalized. While Uhlman notes that managers at the mine were prosecuted and cites this as a “positive development,” he argues, “The most effective

---


78 Ibid.

79 Ibid.


way to combat corporate crime [...] is to prosecute the individuals who committed the offenses and the companies involved” (emphasis in the original).82

II. DPAs and NPAs as Ineffective Instruments for Reform

Another rationale the Department of Justice gives for entering into DPAs and NPAs with corporate criminals is that such agreements can bring about significant institutional change or “structural reform.” However, the repeat offender findings in this report cast doubt on these agreements' effectiveness for reforming corporations.

In addition to fines, DPAs and NPAs typically require corporations to strengthen internal compliance programs and practices to prevent recidivism. Sometimes companies are required to appoint a federal monitor, who is paid by the corporation but reports to the DOJ, to oversee the corporation's rehabilitation over the period of the agreement. In theory, prosecutors retain the power to prosecute or extend the deferment should the corporation violate the terms of the agreement, a determination that typically can be made unilaterally by DOJ prosecutors.83 In a 2008 letter to the House Judiciary Committee, then-Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General Brian A. Benczkowski (now Assistant Attorney General overseeing the DOJ’s criminal division under Trump84) explained that “by requiring solid ethics and compliance programs, [DPAs and NPAs] encourage corporations to root out illegal and unethical conduct, prevent recidivism, and ensure that they are committed to business practices that meet or exceed applicable legal and regulatory mandates.”85

Former U.S. Attorney General John Ashcroft, who served as a federal monitor for the medical device company Zimmer, which has since merged with a rival to form ZimmerBiomet, lauded the power of deferred prosecution agreements in correcting bad corporate behavior. According to Ashcroft, such agreements are a cost-effective way for the DOJ to fight corporate crime while strengthening American businesses. He explained in congressional testimony:

82 Ibid.
[DPAs] provide defendant companies with legal and business guidance on how to conduct their businesses legally and ethically. They do this at the expense of the offending business and thereby free Department of Justice resources to prosecute other law-breaking companies. A deferred prosecution agreement allows a company to maintain operations while rectifying previous wrongdoing or unlawful behavior and allows the Department of Justice to resume prosecution in the event a company fails to comply with its deferred prosecution agreement responsibilities.\textsuperscript{86}

Ashcroft’s appointment as Zimmer’s monitor attracted congressional scrutiny of the rising use of DPAs and NPAs. Two hearings held in 2008 and 2009 focused on the use of such agreements. The first hearing was prompted by concerns that Ashcroft’s appointment by then-U.S. Attorney for the District of New Jersey Chris Christie, a former Ashcroft subordinate, was an instance of cronyism. At the time, no DOJ guidelines were in place regarding how the department selected or approved such monitors, who are paid by the corporations. Ashcroft and his firm received a lucrative contract to monitor Zimmer, a medical device company that paid surgeons to induce them to use its products and allegedly conspired with other medical device companies to violate federal anti-kickback laws.\textsuperscript{87} But the 2008 hearings went beyond monitor selection issues to look more broadly at the process by which prosecutors decide to use DPAs and NPAs and the implications of their use in corporate criminal cases.

Some witnesses at the hearing represented white-collar defense firms and suggested that DPAs and NPAs represent an excess of government power over corporations, in part because monitors were perceived as having significant authority to dictate practices to the corporations they were monitoring.\textsuperscript{88}

Others questioned the lack of guidelines concerning how and when to use such agreements. In his testimony, Duke University law professor Brandon Garrett (whose database was used for analysis in this report) pointed out that the DOJ gave no clear indication why some agreements required monitors and others did not, or why some required implementation of compliance programs and others did not. Moreover, the DOJ failed to explain why some agreements failed to include fines or restitution. The DOJ had not indicated when prosecutors should use NPAs, which were not evaluated by the court, instead of DPAs, which preserved some opportunity for judicial review. Finally, Garrett


\textsuperscript{88} For example, see Testimony of George J. Terwilliger, \textit{Hearing on Deferred Prosecution: Should Corporate Settlement Agreements Be Without Guidelines}. (on file with author), 11 March 2008.
noted in his testimony that while federal guidelines call for assessments of compliance programs, DPAs did not have any such assessment practices in place. "As it stands, the public cannot tell whether agreements achieve the sought-after compliance. When an agreement ends, no information is typically released except the bare fact that prosecutors were satisfied that it was successful," Garrett said.\(^8^9\)

Another hearing in 2009 picked up the issues of lack of assessment and lack of transparency in the use of DPAs and NPAs. At that hearing, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) presented a report\(^9^0\) based on a review of 57 out of the 140 DPAs and NPAs made from 1993 to 2009 and interviews conducted with 13 DOJ offices, representatives from the corporations that had signed DPAs or NPAs requiring compliance programs, and corporate monitors. The report suggested that while prosecutors were using DOJ guidelines to make decisions about the use of DPAs or NPAs, they differed in their willingness to use DPAs or NPAs. Since the 2008 hearings, the DOJ has issued guidance\(^9^1\) regarding selection of monitors, but the GAO report noted that the DOJ did not require documentation of the process and reasons for monitor selection and recommended that such documentation be required.\(^9^2\) Assistant Attorney General Benczkowski recently announced further modifications that place new limitations on corporate monitorships.\(^9^3\)

A GAO report filed later in 2009 also noted that the government had taken steps to improve tracking of DPAs and NPAs. Until 2009, no central mechanism for tracking these agreements existed. But the GAO still found the DOJ’s tracking and evaluation of DPAs and NPAs to be inadequate. The report

---


noted, “DOJ intends for these agreements to promote corporate reform; however, DOJ does not have performance measures in place to assess whether this goal has been met.”

The GAO’s 2009 report suggested two possible models for measuring effectiveness of DPAs or NPAs: tracking recidivism or tracking a company’s compliance. Some of the companies the GAO interviewed said it would be difficult to come up with a measurement of recidivism: For example, a measurement would need to determine whether a company that entered into a DPA or NPA due to the violation of one criminal law would be considered a recidivist if a subsequent violation involved the breach of a different criminal law. Further, DOJ officials suggested that the department does not have the resources to monitor a company’s activities after the agreement has been completed, nor is it their mission to do so. So, according to the DOJ, recidivist acts occurring after the term of the agreement could not be tracked adequately, nor would it necessarily make sense to do so.

In response to the GAO’s recommendations, the DOJ agreed in 2010 to “complete revisions to its data systems to allow it to track progress and successful completion of DPAs and NPAs.” The GAO stated that in December 2010, the executive office for U.S. Attorneys submitted its first report about the effectiveness of corporate DPAs and NPAs, but the report has not been made publicly available.

---
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III. Systemic Risk and the Rise of Too Big to Jail

The controversy over corporate prosecutions grew in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis under President Obama, who named Eric Holder his first attorney general. Holder left his corporate defense practice at the law firm Covington & Burling97 to take the job. In 2013 testimony before Congress, Holder admitted the size of major financial firms had made it tougher to prosecute these megabanks. In particular, Holder’s DOJ was facing heavy criticism for its refusal to prosecute the global megabank HSBC, which instead received a deferred prosecution agreement in 2012 for charges filed against it for violating sanctions and facilitating money laundering for Mexican drug cartels.

Holder said:

> It does become difficult for us to prosecute when we are hit with indications that if we do [...] bring a criminal charge, it will have a negative impact on the national economy, perhaps even the world economy. It has an inhibiting influence, impact on our ability to bring resolutions that I think would be more appropriate.98

Holder also asserted that the DOJ has been “aggressive as we could have been”:

> These are not always easy cases to make. [...] When you look at these cases, you see that things were done ‘wrong’; then the question is whether or not they were illegal. In some instances that has not been a satisfying answer to people, but we have been as aggressive as we could have been.99

Two months later, after intense criticism from both the right and left, Holder backtracked on his remarks. “Let me be very, very, very clear,” Holder said. "Banks are not too big to jail. If we find a bank or a financial institution that has done something wrong, if we can prove it beyond a reasonable doubt, those cases will be brought."100 The impossibility of reconciling Holder’s earlier statement with his later statement only added to the confusion. A 2014 analysis by Public Citizen highlighted that the DOJ had entered into multiple deferred and non-prosecution agreements with major multinational financial corporations. The report raised the concern that the DOJ may have adopted a

---

99 Ibid.
de facto policy of refusing to indict certain institutions because of their relative size and systemic importance.\textsuperscript{101}

Holder in 2015 returned to Covington, where he is a partner, but his treatment of large banks has continued to draw fire. For example, the Republican-controlled House Financial Services Committee in 2016 criticized top Justice Department officials including Holder for overruling prosecutors’ recommendation to prosecute HSBC over concerns about the potential impact on the financial system. The report, based partly on a cache of documents Public Citizen acquired via a Freedom of Information Act,\textsuperscript{102} found that the "DOJ leadership declined to pursue [the] recommendation to prosecute HSBC because senior DOJ leaders were concerned that prosecuting the bank ‘could result in a global financial disaster.’”\textsuperscript{103} While the egregiousness of HSBC’s offenses and the DOJ’s lenience garnered an unusual amount of media attention, a 2014 report by Public Citizen on financial institutions receiving deferred and non-prosecution agreements judged the DOJ’s treatment of the London-based megabank to be “the norm rather than the exception.”\textsuperscript{104}

Earlier in the Obama administration, Lanny Breuer, head of the DOJ’s criminal division at the time, made clear the DOJ’s embrace of pre-trial diversion under presidents of both parties as the department’s preferred mode of criminal enforcement for large corporations, stressing that "the health of an industry or the markets are a real factor" (emphasis added) in some cases.

We are frequently on the receiving end of presentations from defense counsel, CEOs, and economists who argue that the collateral consequences of an indictment would be devastating for their client. In my conference room, over the years, I have heard sober predictions that a company or bank might fail if we indict, that innocent employees could lose their jobs, that entire industries may be affected, and even that global markets will feel the effects. Sometimes – though, let me stress, not always – these presentations are compelling.

\textsuperscript{103} Report Prepared by the Republican Staff of the Committee on Financial Services, "Too Big To Jail: Inside the Obama Justice Department’s Decision Not to Hold Wall Street Accountable," 11 July 2016, \url{https://financialservices.house.gov/uploadedfiles/07072016_oi_tbtj_sr.pdf}
In reaching every charging decision, we must take into account the effect of an indictment on innocent employees and shareholders, just as we must take into account the nature of the crimes committed and the pervasiveness of the misconduct. I personally feel that it’s my duty to consider whether individual employees with no responsibility for, or knowledge of, misconduct committed by others in the same company are going to lose their livelihood if we indict the corporation. In large multi-national companies, the jobs of tens of thousands of employees can be at stake. And, in some cases, the health of an industry or the markets are a real factor. Those are the kinds of considerations in white-collar crime cases that literally keep me up at night, and which must play a role in responsible enforcement.105

Under the Trump administration, nearly all types of corporate criminal enforcement have declined, with guilty pleas down to 50 in Trump’s first and second years compared with 117 in Obama’s last year. Deferred and non-prosecution agreements, on the other hand, are on the rise again. Despite the administration’s “tough on crime” approach to immigrants and low-level offenders, the Trump DOJ has adopted several policies designed to decrease fines for corporations and help corporate offenders avoid prosecution. In this context, an increase in DPAs and NPAs is one more manifestation of the administration’s softness on corporate crime.

IV. Repeat Offenders

Contrary to claims that deferred and non-prosecution agreements foster compliance and prevent recidivism, corporations that enter into these agreements with the government are often repeat offenders that commit serious violations after their initial DPA or NPA. Public Citizen reviewed the Duke University/University of Virginia Corporate Prosecution Registry, the most comprehensive resource documenting criminal enforcement against corporations publicly available, and found that 38 corporations that entered into DPAs or NPAs with the government went on to face subsequent federal criminal enforcement actions, including DPAs, NPAs and plea agreements.

Most of the time, the Justice Department requires corporations that enter NPAs and DPAs to agree that the facts of the department’s allegations are true and admit responsibility. Out of the department’s 126 pre-trial diversion agreements, plea agreements and other enforcement actions with the 38 repeat offender corporations, in only seven instances (including Arthur Andersen’s overturned trial conviction) does the action conclude with the accused corporation continuing to dispute the government’s allegations (see Table 2). The five corporations that did not accept responsibility for the DOJ’s allegations against them are Arthur Andersen, Halliburton, Hitachi, NEC and Stryker.

Table 2: The seven corporate enforcements involving an NPA or a DPA in which the accused alleged repeat offender corporation did not accept responsibility for the DOJ’s allegations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporation</th>
<th>Enforcement Type</th>
<th>Enforcement Date</th>
<th>Allegations</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Andersen</td>
<td>Trial Conviction</td>
<td>10/21/2002</td>
<td>Alleged obstruction of justice in 2001 related to the SEC’s investigation into wrongdoing by Enron.</td>
<td>Arthur Andersen refused to accept an NPA or DPA and admit wrongdoing and was subsequently convicted in a jury trial. In 2005, the U.S. Supreme Court overturned the conviction, citing improper jury instructions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Andersen</td>
<td>DPA</td>
<td>4/1/1996</td>
<td>Alleged participation in a real estate fraud scheme in 1989 and 1990.</td>
<td>Regarding allegations, the DPA states: &quot;Andersen denies any such act or violation.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halliburton</td>
<td>NPA</td>
<td>2/11/2009</td>
<td>Alleged foreign corruption violations between 1995 and 2004 to which Halliburton’s then-subsidy KBR pleaded</td>
<td>No language admitting responsibility or accepting facts as described by DOJ is contained in Halliburton's NPA.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
guilty. Parent company Halliburton received an NPA for the same wrongdoing but did not admit wrongdoing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company / Subsidiary</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Alleged Violations</th>
<th>Language Admitting Responsibility or Accepting Facts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi</td>
<td>NPA</td>
<td>1/20/2006</td>
<td>Alleged antitrust violations with Elpida, a joint venture between Hitachi and NEC. Elpida pleaded guilty while Hitachi and NEC received NPAs.</td>
<td>No language admitting responsibility or accepting facts as described by DOJ is contained in Hitachi’s NPA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC</td>
<td>NPA</td>
<td>1/1/2006</td>
<td>Alleged antitrust violations with Elpida, a joint venture between Hitachi and NEC. Elpida pleaded guilty while Hitachi and NEC received NPAs.</td>
<td>No language admitting responsibility or accepting facts as described by DOJ is contained in NEC’s NPA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stryker (Stryker Corp.)</td>
<td>NPA</td>
<td>8/28/2014</td>
<td>Alleged health care fraud violations to which Otismed, a Stryker subsidiary that was not owned by Stryker at the time of wrongdoing, pleaded guilty. Stryker entered an NPA in a side letter with DOJ.</td>
<td>No language admitting responsibility or accepting facts as described by DOJ is contained in the Stryker side letter detailing its NPA with DOJ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stryker (Stryker Orthopedics)</td>
<td>NPA</td>
<td>10/1/2005</td>
<td>Alleged antitrust violations with four other medical device companies (Biomet, Depuy Orthopaedics, Smith &amp; Nephew and Zimmer). Being the first corporation to come forward about the conspiracy, Stryker was rewarded with an NPA while the others received DPAs.</td>
<td>No language admitting responsibility or accepting facts as described by DOJ is contained in Stryker’s NPA.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Duke University/University of Virginia Corporate Prosecution Registry
The U.S. Sentencing Commission, an agency within the judiciary branch with the purpose of reducing sentencing disparities and promoting transparency and proportionality in sentencing,\textsuperscript{106} produces nonbinding guidelines for judges to consider before sentencing criminals. The guidelines instruct judges to hand down harsher penalties to repeat offenders, including corporate offenders, and for the purpose of considering whether a corporation is recidivist, they do not distinguish a parent corporation from its separate subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{107} The guidelines do, however, provide judges a great deal of discretion in considering the autonomy of distinct “lines of business.” In his book \textit{Too Big To Jail}, Brandon Garrett questions whether prosecutors, when negotiating NPAs and DPAs, take these guidelines seriously.\textsuperscript{108} This report’s finding that 63\% of the 38 repeat offender corporations (24 out of 38) have received at least one additional DPA or NPA after already having received a prior DPA or NPA suggests prosecutors are in many instances ignoring this guidance.

If a corporation violates its DPA or NPA, it is up to federal prosecutors to hold the accused corporation accountable. Despite occasional instances of high-profile media speculation that a corporation may have breached its deal with prosecutors, little information is available about corporations facing consequences for violating such an agreement.

Allegations of “extortion and blackmail” by Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos\textsuperscript{109} against AMI, the parent company of the National Enquirer, recently reignited interest in the issue of breached pre-trial diversion agreements. AMI entered a non-prosecution agreement\textsuperscript{110} in September 2018 over allegations that the company facilitated a 2016 hush-money payment\textsuperscript{111} to Karen McDougal, a former Playboy model who allegedly had an affair with Donald Trump.\textsuperscript{112} According to the NPA, if AMI violates the agreement, AMI could face prosecution for both offenses: the hush money payments and

\textsuperscript{106} U.S. Sentencing Commission website, (accessed 5 June 2019), \url{https://www.ussc.gov/}
\textsuperscript{109} Bezos, Jeff, "No thank you, Mr. Pecker," Medium, 7 Feb. 2019, \url{https://medium.com/@jeffreypbezos/no-thank-you-mr-pecker-146e3922310f}
the blackmail Bezos alleges. Federal prosecutors reportedly investigated, fueling speculation that AMI could be prosecuted.\textsuperscript{113}

But the DOJ seldom holds corporations accountable for breaching NPAs and DPAs, and it almost never prosecutes them. Public Citizen identified only seven instances when a corporation was punished for violating an NPA or DPA. In four of these cases, the pre-trial diversion agreement was extended, and in three, the company was prosecuted.

In 2015, UBS, the largest Swiss bank, was reportedly under investigation for allegedly breaching the non-prosecution agreement it entered with the DOJ.\textsuperscript{114} The non-prosecution agreement was related to allegations that the bank had manipulated interest rates. One month later, the Department of Justice announced UBS would be prosecuted for its breach. “The department has declared UBS in breach of the agreement and UBS has agreed to plead guilty to a one-count felony charge of wire fraud in connection with a scheme to manipulate LIBOR and other benchmark interest rates,” stated the press release.\textsuperscript{115} Interestingly, the guilty plea and breach were announced five months after the term of UBS’ NPA had expired.

Similarly, in 2016, when HSBC was bound by the five-year deferred prosecution agreement it had entered with the DOJ in 2012, Bloomberg News reported prosecutors were considering criminal charges against the London-based megabank over allegations of illegal foreign exchange trading.\textsuperscript{116} Bloomberg reporters Greg Farrell and Keri Geiger wrote,

\textit{If the Justice Department determines that the bank broke U.S. law after it entered into the agreement, it could invoke a section of the deal that says HSBC could be held responsible for the conduct it admitted to in 2012. Such a cascade of events could lead to a conviction in the [2012] laundering and sanctions case, threatening the bank’s ability to move beyond its legal troubles.}\textsuperscript{117}

However, unlike UBS, the criminal charges against HSBC never appeared – until five weeks after the term of the 2012 agreement expired. Then the DOJ announced HSBC would enter its second


\textsuperscript{117} Ibid.
consecutive DPA, with a term of three years, to resolve charges of foreign exchange rate manipulation.\footnote{118}

In another instance of an apparently consequence-free breach of an agreement, pharmaceutical corporation Bristol Meyers Squib (BMS) closed a two-year DPA even as the company entered a plea agreement for a subsequent crime in 2007. A report by the corporate monitor the DOJ appointed to oversee BMS' internal reforms noted that then-U.S. Attorney for the District of New Jersey Chris Christie “determined that BMS' plea agreement and the conduct to which it relates constituted a violation of the Deferred Prosecution Agreement.”\footnote{119} Nevertheless, according to the monitor, Christie asserted that BMS had “cured that breach” by firing executives who were allegedly implicated in the wrongdoing\footnote{120} and undergoing internal reforms.\footnote{121} Four days before the pharmaceutical giant was released from the DPA it entered in 2005 over securities fraud charges,\footnote{122} BMS pleaded guilty to making false statements to the government relating to a secret deal to keep a generic drug (Plavix) off the market.\footnote{123} The corporate defense attorney sitting opposite Christie and negotiating both BMS' DPA and plea agreement was none other than former U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York and future SEC Chair Mary Jo White.

In fact, UBS is one of only seven corporations that have faced consequences for breaching their deferred or non-prosecution agreements, according to publicly available records. The other corporations that have faced consequences for violating these agreements are Moneygram, Wright Medical Group, Biomet, Standard Chartered Bank, UBS, Barclays and Aibel Group (see Table 3). The Justice Department's methods for holding corporations accountable for these breaches appear to be


\footnote{119}{Lacey, Frederick B., "Executive Summary" (of the corporate monitor's report on Bristol-Myers Quibb), U.S. Department of Justice, June 2007, \url{https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/usao-nj/legacy/2013/11/29/ExecutiveSummaryofFinalReportofMonitor.pdf}}


\footnote{121}{Lacey, Frederick B. "Executive Summary" (of the corporate monitor's report on Bristol-Myers Squibb), U.S. Department of Justice, June 2007, \url{https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/usao-nj/legacy/2013/11/29/ExecutiveSummaryofFinalReportofMonitor.pdf}}


inconsistent. When Biomet breached its 2012 DPA, the DOJ imposed a new three-year DPA on the corporation.124 For Standard Chartered, the DOJ has extended the DPA it entered in 2012 for sanctions violations125 no less than five times, then negotiated a new DPA in 2019 to resolve further violations not addressed in the earlier agreement.126 In two cases (Moneygram and Wright Medical Group), the DOJ extended the DPA’s terms. In only three cases (UBS, Barclays and Aibel Group) did breaches lead to prosecutions.

Among the many downsides to deferred and non-prosecution agreements is the lack of transparency regarding breaches. A corporation that pleads guilty to a crime and is put on probation must, if accused of violating its probation, argue its case publicly before a judge, who can impose severe penalties for the violation.127 In contrast, if there are instances of corporations persuading prosecutors against imposing consequences for breaching a deferred or non-prosecution agreement, there is no way for the public to know.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporation (Subsidiary)</th>
<th>NPA or DPA</th>
<th>Date Breach Noted / Agreement Extended</th>
<th>Original Agreement Date</th>
<th>Consequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moneygram (MoneyGram International Inc.)</td>
<td>DPA</td>
<td>11/8/2018</td>
<td>11/9/2012</td>
<td>DPA extended 30 months, $125 million penalty, further strengthened compliance required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright Medical Group (Wright Medical Technology)</td>
<td>DPA</td>
<td>9/15/2011</td>
<td>10/1/2010</td>
<td>DPA extended 12 months.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

127 An example of this recently played out with Carnival Cruise Lines, which paid a $40 million penalty and was placed on probation after a 2017 conviction on felony pollution charges. The court later found the corporation, which continuing its polluting practices, guilty of six probation violations. In June of 2019 Carnival pleaded guilty to the probation violations and agreed to pay an additional $20 million criminal penalty and to be subject to increased court supervision. See https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/princess-cruise-lines-and-its-parent-company-plead-guilty-environmental-probation-violations
As commonly understood, the penalty of violating a DPA is supposed to be prosecution for the charges filed; the penalty for violating an NPA is supposed to be for the charges to be filed. Both can lead to prosecution. This is a view the Justice Department advances in its own press releases, when describing the consequences of breaching a pre-trial diversion agreement. For example, in the 2015 DOJ press release announcing that five banks were entering guilty pleas for interest rate manipulation, two of which were found to be in breach of such agreements, then-Assistant Attorney General Leslie Caldwell said:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Date Filing</th>
<th>Date Extension</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zimmer Biomet Holdings (Biomet)</td>
<td>DPA</td>
<td>3/13/2015, 1/12/2017</td>
<td>3/26/2012</td>
<td>DPA extended 12 months, then subsequently enters new three-year DPA with corporate monitor and pays $17.4 million penalty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Chartered Bank (SCB New York)</td>
<td>DPA</td>
<td>Dec. 2014, Nov. 2017, July 2018, Dec. 2018, April 1, 2019, April 9, 2019</td>
<td>12/10/2012</td>
<td>2014 DPA extension was for three years and required appointment of corporate monitor; the 2017 extension was for nine months; the July 2018 extension was for five months; and the December 2018 extension was for three months. The monitor's term also was extended until the 10-day extension in April 2019, which no longer required a monitor. After the 10-day extension, DOJ announced the bank had agreed to enter a new two-year DPA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBS</td>
<td>NPA</td>
<td>5/20/2015</td>
<td>12/19/2012</td>
<td>PROSECUTION: UBS agreed to plead guilty to a one-count felony charge of wire fraud in connection with a scheme to manipulate LIBOR and other benchmark interest rates. UBS also agreed to pay a criminal penalty of $203 million and entered a three-year corporate probation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barclays</td>
<td>NPA</td>
<td>5/20/2015</td>
<td>6/26/2012</td>
<td>PROSECUTION: Barclays agreed to plead guilty to a one-count felony charge of conspiring to fix prices and rig bids for U.S. dollars and euros exchanged in the FX spot market in the United States and elsewhere. Barclays agreed to pay a fine of $650 million plus an additional $60 million criminal penalty based on its violation of the NPA and entered a three-year corporate probation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aibel Group</td>
<td>DPA</td>
<td>11/21/2008</td>
<td>2/6/2007</td>
<td>PROSECUTION: Aibel pleaded guilty to FCPA violations and agreed to pay a $4.2 million criminal fine. Its 2007 DPA was dismissed, and the company was placed on probation for two years.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Duke University/University of Virginia Corporate Prosecution Registry
[W]e will enforce the agreements that we enter into with corporations. If appropriate and proportional to the misconduct and the company's track record, we will tear up an NPA or a DPA and prosecute the offending company.\textsuperscript{128}

In this light, the DOJ's practice of entering into a new pre-trial diversion agreement or plea agreement with some corporations while the corporation is still bound by a previous DPA or NPA raises an important question: Why did the DOJ not enforce the terms of the original agreement?

In a dozen cases – about a third of the repeat offender corporations (12 out of 38) – the DOJ brought subsequent federal criminal enforcement action against a repeat offender before the term of a previous NPA or DPA had ended (see Table 4). Particularly worrisome from a corporate accountability perspective are examples of corporations that were permitted to enter multiple successive DPAs and/or NPAs, the most egregious of which may be HSBC. However, even in instances when an NPA or DPA is followed by tougher enforcement such as a guilty plea, the DOJ's refusal to hold corporations to their earlier agreements represents a remarkable degree of lenience.

**Table 4: The 12 corporations that the DOJ brought a subsequent enforcement against before the term of a prior DPA or NPA expired.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporation</th>
<th>Enforcement Types</th>
<th>Enforcement Dates</th>
<th>Time Remaining Under Previous DPA or NPA</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Chartered Bank (Switzerland) SA</td>
<td>DPA then NPA</td>
<td>2/6/2012 (amended and extended through 2021), 11/12/2015</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>Less than one year after the first time DOJ extended the DPA that Standard Chartered entered in 2012 over sanctions charges, a Swiss Standard Chartered subsidiary entered a four-year NPA in 2015 to resolve tax violation allegations as part of DOJ's Swiss Bank Program. Standard Chartered's 2012 DPA was amended in April 2019 and extended to 2021.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit Agricole</td>
<td>DPA then NPA</td>
<td>10/20/2015, 12/8/2015</td>
<td>2 years and 10 months</td>
<td>In 2015, just two months after French bank Credit Agricole entered into two three-year DPAs, one with DOJ and one with the Manhattan District Attorney's Office, to resolve sanctions violation charges, the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporation</th>
<th>Enforcement Types</th>
<th>Enforcement Dates</th>
<th>Time Remaining Under Previous DPA or NPA</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Societe Generale</td>
<td>Two NPAs, then a DPA</td>
<td>5/28/2015, 6/9/2015, 6/4/2018, 11/19/2018</td>
<td>1 year; 2 years and 6 months</td>
<td>Two separate Societe Generale subsidiaries entered four-year NPAs within months of each other in 2013 to resolve alleged tax violations as part of DOJ's Swiss Bank Program. With about a year left on both NPAs, the parent bank entered into a three-year DPA in 2018 and a separate subsidiary pleaded guilty to foreign bribery charges. About six months later, Societe Generale was permitted to enter into another three-year DPA over charges of violating sanctions. At the time, the bank still had about half a year left in its earlier NPAs and two-and-a-half years left on the DPA it entered earlier in 2018.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutsche Bank</td>
<td>DPA then NPA</td>
<td>4/23/2015, 11/24/2015</td>
<td>2 years and 3 months</td>
<td>In 2015, just seven months after Deutsche Bank entered a three-year DPA with DOJ to resolve antitrust, wire fraud and price-fixing charges, the bank's Swiss subsidiary entered a four-year NPA with DOJ as part of its Swiss Bank Program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNP Paribas</td>
<td>NPA then guilty plea</td>
<td>11/19/2015, 1/26/2018</td>
<td>1 year and 10 months</td>
<td>One year and 10 months before the end of the four-year NPA entered in 2015 to resolve alleged tax violations as part of DOJ's Swiss Bank Program, BNP Paribas pleaded guilty to price fixing violations in 2018.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIG</td>
<td>A DPA and an NPA, then another NPA</td>
<td>11/30/2004, 2/7/2006</td>
<td>10 months</td>
<td>With 10 months to go on a two-year DPA and a two-year NPA over securities fraud charges, AIG in 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporation</td>
<td>Enforcement Types</td>
<td>Enforcement Dates</td>
<td>Time Remaining Under Previous DPA or NPA</td>
<td>Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transocean</td>
<td>DPA then guilty plea</td>
<td>11/4/2010, 2/14/2013</td>
<td>9 months</td>
<td>was given another NPA to resolve additional securities fraud charges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>With about nine months left on a three-year DPA that a Transocean subsidiary entered in 2010 to resolve criminal foreign bribery charges, Transocean pleaded guilty to a charge of violating the Clean Water Act in 2013.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPMorgan Chase</td>
<td>DPA then guilty plea</td>
<td>1/7/2014, 5/19/2015</td>
<td>7 months</td>
<td>With about seven months left on a two-year DPA, JPMorgan Chase entered in 2014 to resolve charges of Bank Secrecy Act violations related to the Bernie Madoff fraud scheme, JPMorgan Chase pleaded guilty in 2015 to a felony violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer (and Pharmacia &amp; Upjohn, a Pfizer subsidiary)</td>
<td>DPA and NPA, then guilty plea</td>
<td>4/2/2007, 10/16/2009</td>
<td>5 months</td>
<td>With about five months left on a three-year DPA for Pfizer subsidiary Pharmacia &amp; Upjohn and a three-year NPA for parent company Pfizer, which both entered in 2007 over kickback-paying charges, Pharmacia &amp; Upjohn pleaded guilty to misbranding a pharmaceutical (Bextra) in 2009.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBS (UBS Securities Japan Co. Ltd.)</td>
<td>NPA then NPA and guilty plea</td>
<td>5/4/2011, 12/19/2012</td>
<td>5 months</td>
<td>With about five months left on a two-year NPA that UBS entered in 2011 for allegedly rigging bids in municipal bond investments, parent company UBS in 2012 agreed to enter another two-year NPA and a subsidiary pleaded guilty for engaging in an interest rate manipulation conspiracy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barclays Bank</td>
<td>DPA then NPA</td>
<td>8/18/2010, 6/26/2012</td>
<td>6 weeks</td>
<td>With about six weeks before the end of the term of its 2010 DPA over charges of making illegal transactions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A quarter of the repeat offender corporations (9 out of 38)\(^{129}\) had some kind of criminal enforcement against them within one year and six months of release from their previous NPA or DPA (see Table 5).

Because DOJ criminal investigations into corporate wrongdoing can take years, it seems implausible that the department was unaware of the wrongdoing underlying the enforcement actions in all the cases that were completed within two years of the corporations’ release from their NPAs or DPAs. Particularly worrisome are instances when the subsequent DOJ enforcement followed the conclusion of an NPA or a DPA’s term by weeks (HSBC) or months (Marubeni, RBS, JPMorgan Chase, UBS and Wachovia). Prosecutors have a great deal of discretion determining when charges are filed and enforcement actions are announced. Given the DOJ’s long-term reluctance to prosecute corporations, it is not difficult to imagine that the timing of making the criminal enforcement action public is subject to negotiation. Furthermore, if the timing is negotiable, then corporate counsel will try to negotiate the best possible deal for their client, including timing the announcement of the enforcement so that it does not violate the terms of the NPA or DPA by which their client is currently bound. In this way, it may be possible for prosecutors and corporate counsel to game the timing of announcements to avoid triggering the consequences of a breached NPA or DPA – consequences that can include prosecution, which the department has made clear it is prepared to go to great lengths to avoid.

\(^{129}\) For separate charges, JPMorgan Chase and UBS are included in both categories.
Table 5: The nine corporations that the DOJ brought a subsequent enforcement against within one and a half years of being released from a prior DPA or NPA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporation</th>
<th>Enforcement Type</th>
<th>Enforcement Dates</th>
<th>Time Passed Since Expiration of Previous DPA or NPA</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSBC</td>
<td>DPA then DPA</td>
<td>12/11/2012, 1/18/2018</td>
<td>5 weeks</td>
<td>Five weeks after HSBC was released from the five-year DPA it entered in 2012 over charges of extensive anti-money laundering and sanctions violations, HSBC entered a six-month DPA in 2018 to resolve charges of exchange rate manipulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marubeni</td>
<td>DPA then guilty plea</td>
<td>1/17/2012, 5/15/2014</td>
<td>2 months</td>
<td>Two months after Marubeni was released from a two-year DPA it entered in 2012 over charges of engaging in foreign bribery in Nigeria, Marubeni pleaded guilty in 2014 to engaging in foreign bribery in Indonesia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS)</td>
<td>DPA then guilty plea then NPA</td>
<td>2/6/2013, 5/20/2015, 1/10/2017</td>
<td>3 months and 2 weeks, 1 year and 8 months</td>
<td>About three and a half months after the end of a two-year DPA that RBS entered in 2013 to resolve charges of fraud (manipulating LIBOR interest rates), RBS pleaded guilty in 2015 to a criminal violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act. One year and eight months later, an RBS subsidiary received an NPA in 2017 over alleged financial fraud.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPMorgan Chase</td>
<td>NPA then DPA then NPA</td>
<td>7/7/2011, 1/7/2014, 11/17/2016</td>
<td>6 months, 10 months</td>
<td>Six months after being released from a two-year NPA that JPMorgan Chase entered in 2011 over allegations of rigging bids and manipulating the bidding process for municipal bond investments, JPMorgan Chase entered a two-year DPA in 2014 to resolve Bank Secrecy Act charges related to the Bernie Madoff fraud scheme. About 10 months after being released from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporation</td>
<td>Enforcement Type</td>
<td>Enforcement Dates</td>
<td>Time Passed Since Expiration of Previous DPA or NPA</td>
<td>Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBS</td>
<td>DPA then NPA</td>
<td>2/18/2009, 5/4/2011</td>
<td>8 months</td>
<td>About eight months after the end of the term of a one and a half-year DPA that UBS entered in 2009 over tax fraud charges, UBS entered a two-year NPA in 2011 over allegations of rigging bids in municipal investments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcatel-Lucent</td>
<td>NPA then DPA</td>
<td>11/14/2007, 12/27/2010</td>
<td>1 year and 1 month</td>
<td>About one year after the end of a two-year NPA that an Alcatel-Lucent subsidiary entered in 2007 over alleged foreign corruption, parent company Alcatel-Lucent entered a three-year DPA to resolve foreign corruption charges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Las Vegas Sands</td>
<td>NPA then NPA</td>
<td>8/27/2013, 1/17/2017</td>
<td>1 year and 5 months</td>
<td>About one year and five months after the end of a two-year NPA that Las Vegas Sands entered in 2013 to resolve alleged Bank Secrecy Act compliance failures, Las Vegas Sands in 2017 entered a new NPA with a three-year term to resolve foreign corruption allegations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noble</td>
<td>NPA then guilty plea</td>
<td>11/4/2010, 12/8/2014</td>
<td>1 year and 6 months</td>
<td>About one and a half years after the end of a three-year NPA that Noble entered in 2010 to resolve alleged</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that DPA, JPMorgan Chase’s Hong Kong-based subsidiary entered a three-year NPA to resolve allegations of corruptly awarding jobs to friends and relatives of Chinese government officials.
If a goal of prosecution agreements is to change the culture of corporations that engage in criminal activities, this goal is decidedly not met when the culture of the company still permits lawbreaking. Moreover, although most agreements state that companies that violate the law during the term of their agreements may be prosecuted, the DOJ has moved forward with such a prosecution only three times (Aibel Group, Barclays and UBS in Table 3), according to publicly available records.

When companies face new federal investigations and reach new settlements with federal officials within just a few years after the terms of their prosecution agreements have expired, it is worth questioning whether pre-trial diversion effectively deters crime.

As the examples below indicate, pre-trial diversion agreements appear to offer few incentives for corporations to avoid recidivism. Instead, large corporations routinely reoffend, and are rewarded with either further deferred or non-prosecution agreements. As Wayne State University law professor Peter Henning wrote in 2015, in examining several cases involving global financial firms:

> Yet even as penalty after penalty is paid by big banks in various cases, it seems as though the same cast of corporate characters keeps reappearing. It makes you wonder whether the global banks are acting like teenagers who find it easier to beg forgiveness than actually change their behavior.”\(^{130}\)

Most repeat offender corporations – 63%, or 24 out of 38 – have received at least one additional DPA or NPA after already having received a prior DPA or NPA (see Table 6). All are or were large corporations – 36 of the 38 repeat offender corporations are on (or have appeared on) the Forbes Global 2000 list of the world’s largest publicly traded corporations. (The two exceptions are Arthur Andersen and Louis Berger Group, both sizable entities but neither of which have been publicly

traded.) Most of the repeat offender corporations (24 out of 38) appear in the top 500 of the 2019 list.\textsuperscript{131} Out of the 2019 Fortune 500, 40 corporations have received at least one NPA or DPA; nine among the repeat offenders.\textsuperscript{132} Out of the 2019 Global Fortune 500, 44 have received at least one NPA or DPA; 26 are among repeat offenders.\textsuperscript{133}

Table 6: The 38 corporations that received NPAs or DPAs from the DOJ and were subject to subsequent federal criminal enforcement actions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parent Corporation</th>
<th>NPAs</th>
<th>DPAs</th>
<th>Pleas</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>DPAs &amp; NPAs only</th>
<th>Forbes Global Ranking (2019 unless otherwise specified)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIG</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCATEL-LUCENT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>904*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTHUR ANDERSEN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (overturned trial conviction)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>n/a (an LLP, not public)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARCLAYS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (declination)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDO</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1072*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNP PARIBAS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEVRON</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONAGRA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREDIT AGRICOLE (and CREDIT LYONNAIS)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREDIT SUISSE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEUTSCHE BANK</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERAL ELECTRIC</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLAXOSMITHKLINE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLIBURTON</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELMERICH &amp; PAYNE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1644*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HITACHI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSBC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPMORGAN CHASE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{132} See Appendix B.
\textsuperscript{133} See Appendix C.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parent Corporation</th>
<th>NPAs</th>
<th>DPAs</th>
<th>Pleas</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>DPAs &amp; NPAs only</th>
<th>Forbes Global Ranking (2019 unless otherwise specified)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAS VEGAS SANDS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLOYDS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOUIS BERGER GROUP</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>n/a (privately held)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARUBENI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERRILL LYNCH</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOBLE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFIZER</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRUDENTIAL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROYAL BANK OF SCOTLAND</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH &amp; NEPHEW</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCIETE GENERALE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANDARD CHARTERED</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRYKER</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSOCEAN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1290*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WACHOVIA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>131*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIMMERBIOMET</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Duke University/University of Virginia Corporate Prosecution Registry and Forbes Global Fortune 2000 list.\(^{134}\)  

---

V. Egregious Examples of Corporate Repeat Offenders Receiving Multiple DPAs and/or NPAs

HSBC

In 2012, the DOJ declined to prosecute HSBC – a London-based global megabank that violated anti-money laundering laws and U.S. sanctions – and instead entered a five-year DPA with the bank. Then-Attorney General Eric Holder admitted the bank’s size was a factor in the DOJ’s decision not to prosecute. The bank was, essentially, “too big to jail.”

The sanctions violations HSBC was charged with making were serious. Starting in the 1990s, HSBC allowed about $660 million in illegal transactions with nations that were subject to U.S. sanctions, including Iran, Cuba, Sudan, Libya and Burma. Through various means, the transactions were concealed from the corporation’s U.S. subsidiary and other U.S. financial institutions. Despite repeated protests by the bank’s compliance officer starting in 2001, HSBC continued to allow the concealed transactions.

HSBC’s anti-money laundering violations were equally serious. Between 2006 and 2010, HSBC’s U.S. subsidiary understaffed its anti-money laundering compliance efforts and did not implement a compliance program capable of preventing money laundering through HSBC Mexico. HSBC Mexico’s own, separate weak anti-money laundering efforts had made the bank the preferred institution for drug cartels and money launderers. Ultimately, HSBC’s U.S. subsidiary failed to adequately monitor over $200 trillion in wire transfers, including $670 billion in wire transfers and more than $9.4 billion in purchases of U.S. cash from HSBC Mexico.

HSBC Holdings, the HSBC parent company, admitted that it violated the Trading With the Enemy Act and the International Emergency Economic Powers Act and the bank’s U.S. subsidiary admitted to violating the Bank Secrecy Act.

The DOJ’s 2012 DPA stated that if during the term of the agreement the corporation was found to have “committed any crime under U.S. federal law,” the corporation “shall be subject to prosecution for any criminal violation of which the Department has knowledge” – that is, both the charges filed in the 2012 DPA plus any new charges.

But that’s not what happened. The DOJ reportedly was investigating alleged illegal foreign exchange trading at HSBC in 2016, but the results of that investigation were not announced until January 2018 – conveniently just five weeks after the term of HSBC’s earlier DPA had expired and the DOJ’s 2012
charges against the bank were dismissed. The investigation's result: the DOJ made a new three-year DPA with HSBC and filed charges of criminal foreign exchange rate manipulation against the bank.

**Deutsche Bank**

In 2010, the DOJ entered an NPA with Deutsche Bank over the Frankfurt-based multinational engaging in tax shelter fraud. Between 1996 and 2002, Deutsche Bank helped more than 2,100 wealthy American clients fraudulently claim an estimated $29.3 billion in tax benefits, allowing them to evade an estimated $5.9 billion in taxes. The German bank admitted it had engaged in criminal wrongdoing. The NPA had a term of one to two years, depending on the DOJ-appointed monitor's assessment of the bank's compliance improvements.

In April 2015, the DOJ entered a three-year DPA with Deutsche Bank over wire fraud and antitrust charges. The bank's London subsidiary pleaded guilty to wire fraud. The violations occurred between 2003 and 2011 – meaning they occurred while Deutsche Bank was bound by its promise in the 2010 NPA to “commit no crimes whatsoever.”

According to DOJ charging documents, Deutsche Bank's derivatives traders secretly manipulated the values of currencies, including the U.S. Dollar, Yen, Swiss Franc and Pound Sterling, on the London InterBank Offered Rate (LIBOR) and Euro Interbank Offered Rate (EURIBOR), resulting in fraudulent transactions.

In November 2015 – only seven months after entering its DPA – the Deutsche Bank's Swiss subsidiary entered a four-year NPA with DOJ as part of its Swiss Bank Program.

At least between 2008 and 2013 – a time frame which also overlaps with the bank's earlier NPA over tax shelter fraud – the subsidiary maintained over 1,000 U.S.-related accounts with a collective value of $7.65 billion. The bank helped U.S. taxpayers evade U.S. tax liabilities and helped these U.S. taxpayers access and spend their undeclared funds, which were held in offshore tax shelter countries including Liechtenstein, Liberia, Panama and the British Virgin Islands.

The term of this latest NPA, in which the subsidiary promises to “commit no U.S. federal offenses” is set to expire in November 2019. In June 2019 the New York Times reported Deutsche Bank is under criminal investigation by the DOJ over alleged anti-money laundering failures, including whistleblower allegations about suspicious transactions by White House adviser and President Donald Trump's son-in-law Jared Kushner.
Bristol-Myers Squibb

In 2005, multinational pharmaceutical corporation Bristol-Myers Squibb entered a two-year DPA with the DOJ to resolve charges of deceiving investors. According to the DPA, the corporation had engaged in “channel stuffing,” meaning that it used financial incentives to spur wholesalers to buy its products in excess of prescription demands so that the company could report higher sales and earnings. To incentivize wholesalers, BMS used pre-price increase buy-ins, which allowed wholesalers to make purchases prior to imminent price increases by BMS; extended datings of invoices, which extend the due date for wholesaler payment beyond the standard 30 days; early payment discounts; and future file purchases, which allowed wholesalers to buy at earlier, lower prices after the effective date of a price increase. As a result, wholesalers accumulated excess inventory of BMS products, which adversely affected subsequent sales.

In June 2007 – just four days before the two-year anniversary of the company entering its two-year DPA – BMS pleaded guilty to deceiving the government about a secret deal it made with another company to keep a generic drug (Plavix) off the market. The DPA was officially terminated at the end of the month.

A report by the corporate monitor the DOJ appointed to oversee the corporation’s internal reforms noted that then-U.S. Attorney for the District of New Jersey Chris Christie had determined the government deception was a violation of its DPA. Nevertheless, according to the monitor, Christie asserted that BMS had “cured that breach” by firing executives who were allegedly implicated in the wrongdoing and by undergoing internal reforms.

The corporate defense attorney sitting opposite Christie and negotiating both BMS’ DPA and plea agreement was former U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York and future SEC Chair Mary Jo White, who has since returned to private defense practice at the white-collar defense firm Debevoise and Plimpton.
JPMorgan Chase

JPMorgan Chase is the largest bank in the United States and another serial recipient of DOJ lenience. In 2011, the bank entered a two-year NPA with the DOJ for illegally manipulating the bidding process for contracts associated with municipal investments.

Three years later, the DOJ allowed the bank to enter a two-year DPA in 2014 to resolve two felony charges related to the infamous Bernie Madoff fraud scheme. Under the terms of the agreement, if JPMorgan Chase was found to have “committed any crime under the federal laws of the United States subsequent to the execution of this Agreement,” the bank “shall, in the Office’s sole discretion, thereafter be subject to prosecution for any federal criminal violation” – like HSBC, both the charges filed in the DPA plus any new charges.

Again, that’s not what happened. One year later, with about seven months left on its DPA, JPMorgan Chase in 2015 pleaded guilty to a one-count felony charge of conspiring with other global megabanks to manipulate exchange rates, a violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act. The bank was placed on probation for three years. Despite the parent-level felony guilty plea, no public information shows the bank facing consequences for this apparent violation of its 2014 DPA. The plea agreement contained a provision forbidding JPMorgan Chase from committing any further federal crimes and threatens to terminate the agreement and prosecute the bank if the agreement is breached.

Then, about 10 months after the bank was released from the 2014 DPA and while it was still on probation, JPMorgan Chase’s Hong Kong-based subsidiary entered a three-year NPA in 2016 to resolve allegations of corruptly awarding jobs to friends and relatives of Chinese government officials. That NPA, the third pre-trial diversion agreement the bank received in less than 10 years, is set to expire in November 2019.

Zimmer Biomet

Zimmer and Biomet (itself a spinoff from Bristol-Myers Squibb) merged in 2015. But in 2007, Zimmer and Biomet were separate medical device corporations and the DOJ charged both, along with three other medical device corporations, with using improper payments to induce surgeons to use the corporations’ hip and knee joint replacements. Both corporations entered 18-month DPAs with the DOJ.
In 2012, the DOJ allowed Biomet to resolve another charge relating to improper payments with a DPA, this time with a term of three years. According to the DOJ, the corporation made more than $1.5 million in payments to employees of state health care providers in Argentina, Brazil and China to secure business with hospitals. The DPA states that Biomet shall be subject to prosecution if the corporation is found to have “committed any felony under federal law” subsequent to signing the agreement or if the corporation at any time provided the DOJ with “deliberately false, incomplete or misleading information.”

In 2015, three months before announcing the completion of its merger with Zimmer, Biomet announced in a filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission that, following the revelation of “certain alleged improprieties regarding its operations in Brazil and Mexico,” the DOJ had extended its DPA by one year.

In 2017, the DOJ announced that Biomet had violated its 2012 DPA by continuing to engage in foreign bribery in Brazil and Mexico and by failing to adopt appropriate internal anticorruption policies. The DOJ prosecuted an indirect subsidiary of the corporation and, as part of a new three-year DPA, filed charges against Zimmer Biomet for violating the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. The DPA is set to expire in January 2020.

**Societe Generale**

Two separate Societe Generale subsidiaries entered four-year NPAs within months of each other in 2015 to resolve alleged tax violations as part of the DOJ’s Swiss Bank Program. This program offers lenience to Swiss banks that make required disclosures about individual tax avoiders and bring their institutions into compliance with U.S. tax law. Both NPAs note that the subsidiaries “shall thereafter be subject to prosecution” if the entities are found to have committed any U.S. federal crimes during the terms of their agreements.

In 2018, with about a year left on both NPAs, the parent bank entered a three-year DPA to resolve charges of fraud and foreign bribery while a subsidiary pleaded guilty to foreign bribery charges. The bribery charges stemmed from corrupt payments the bank made to Libyan officials under Muamar Al Gaddafi, while the fraud charge stemmed from schemes to manipulate currency interest rates.

About six months later, Societe Generale was permitted to enter yet another three-year DPA, this time over charges of violating U.S. sanctions against Cuba and Cuban businesses. The bank’s actions resulted in the processing of nearly $13 billion in transactions that should have been blocked. At the
time, the bank still had about six months left on its two earlier NPAs and two years and six months left on its earlier 2018 DPA. The bank’s 2018 DPAs are set to expire in 2021.

**Las Vegas Sands**

In 2013, international casino and resort development corporation Las Vegas Sands entered a two-year NPA after allegedly failing to comply with the Bank Secrecy Act. The casino allegedly helped its largest “all-cash, up-front” gambler transfer money in ways that would avoid government scrutiny. The gambler was allegedly using the casino to launder money earned from illegal drug trafficking activities.

About one year and five months after the term of that NPA, Las Vegas Sands in 2017 entered a second NPA with a three-year term to resolve foreign corruption allegations. The corporation “knowingly and willfully failed” to ensure payments to a consultant totaling $5.8 million ostensibly to promote the business in China and Macao were being made for legitimate business purposes.

According to the NPA, “certain senior Sands executives knew that over $700,000” paid to the consultant “had simply disappeared.” Among the tasks Las Vegas Sands sought to have the consultant complete was the purchase of a professional basketball team in China. Under the Chinese league’s rules, as a gaming company, Las Vegas Sands was forbidden from directly owning a team. The consultant was to use the corporation’s money to purchase the team and act as the team owner while the corporation would appear only as the team’s “sponsor.” An employee who raised concerns about potential legal violations was fired.

The second NPA is set to expire in January 2020.
VI. Policy Solutions and Conclusion

As an approach to reforming corporations that violate the law, deferred and non-prosecution agreements have failed. These agreements were intended to reform corporate criminals into responsible corporate citizens, but instead, they have had the opposite effect and enabled further wrongdoing. Faced with a timid Department of Justice that makes plain its reluctance to prosecute major corporations when they violate the law, corporate counsel are taking full advantage of the opportunity the department provides to help their clients avoid prosecution.

The American public, meanwhile, is suffering. Corporations pollute our air and water, make and push harmful and addictive opioid drugs, engage in financial rip-offs and sell and share reams of our personal information. The DOJ’s unwillingness, even under a supposedly “law and order” administration, to prosecute large corporations that violate the law has sent the unmistakable message to the most powerful multinationals that lawbreaking, when profitable, may well be worth the risk.

Legal commentator Andrea Amulic’s observed that the DOJ’s policies humanize corporations while dehumanizing individuals.135 This is not to say that there are not important distinctions to be made between how individuals and corporations are prosecuted. But current DOJ policies and procedures have the approach exactly backwards. Pre-trial diversion agreements are actually more appropriate for individuals than they are for corporations. People can commit crimes for all sorts of reasons – they commit acts that can be impulsive, irrational or self-destructive. They can be addicted to illegal substances or turn to crime as a way to survive when employment options are limited.

Corporations, on the other hand, are fundamentally rational, mechanical creations whose actions typically are the product of deliberate decisions. Prosecution and serious penalties have even more power to discipline corporations than they do people, because unlike individuals, a corporation has only one motive and one purpose: to turn a profit.

Punishment that poses a serious threat to a corporate profits by restricting a company’s activities can deter corporate crime more effectively than negotiated agreements that are premised on protecting a corporate violator’s profitability, as DPAs and NPAs do. When corporate criminals actually face the credible threat of corporate prosecution, the public interest is advanced through the deterrence of corporate crime. No executive order or legislation is required. All that is needed is the

Department of Justice’s will to make it so. The DOJ has all the authority it needs to end its use of DPAs and NPAs. It is time that it does.

Some of the potential reluctance to make this change stems from claims by corporations that stronger enforcement will trigger catastrophic collateral consequences. These consequences fall into two distinct categories: consequences for those within the corporation (employees and shareholders) and for those outside of the corporation (customers, other businesses and countries). Consequences for those outside of the corporation can in theory vary widely depending on the corporation’s size and systemic significance. For the first group, the risk is far less than many have argued. Gabriel Markoff’s legal research has persuasively debunked the myth of the “Andersen effect,” the belief that to indict a corporation is to put it out of business regardless of its guilt or innocence, by demonstrating that corporate prosecutions almost never lead to business failures.136

Current DOJ policy is not only unfair to individuals – it’s also unfair to smaller businesses that do face a credible threat of prosecution. Since 1996, there have been more than 4,300 corporate prosecutions – more than five times the number of NPAs and DPAs combined.137 The key difference between corporations that are convicted and corporations that negotiate pre-trial diversion agreements is that these agreements are overwhelmingly concentrated among the largest firms. This is an outcome of how the DOJ has applied the Holder Doctrine and Thompson Memo’s directive to consider potential adverse effects on a corporation’s shareholders and employees when deciding whether to bring charges against a corporation. By this logic, the larger the business, the greater the consequences. No wonder the corporate repeat offenders that received DPAs or NPAs are almost exclusively large corporations listed among the Fortune 500 or Global Fortune 500 lists. If the principle of equal justice before the law has meaning, there is no principled or legal reason why bigger corporations should get a better deal than smaller businesses.

Nevertheless, there may be rare instances when prosecuting a corporation puts it out of business. Employees may lose their jobs, shareholders may lose money, and the reputational damage to a prosecuted corporation may offer an opportunity for a competitor to exploit an opening in the accused corporation’s market. Those who are affected by these consequences may call them unfair.

The truth is, over the course of the normal churn of business activity, employees lose jobs and shareholders lose money all the time. Bad business decisions harm businesses, and it should not be a surprise that the committing crimes, either through willful wrongdoing or negligence, constitute

bad business decisions that, despite potential short-term gains, can ultimately be harmful to the business enterprise. To the degree that employees are victims and not perpetrators of corporate crime, they may deserve compensation. But shareholders who profit from ill-gotten-gains rightfully lose when a corporation they invested in violated the law, just the way the values of stocks rise and fall for any number of reasons over which shareholders have little or no control. (And shareholders, it is worth noting, do in fact have the power to strengthen corporate governance and hold executives accountable to help deter wrongdoing. The prospect of disgorgement and penalties hurting stock prices is an incentive for shareholders to insist on compliance.)

As for the second group of collateral consequences – those posed by a corporation’s size and structural significance – structural remedies should play a major role. Explaining the reasoning behind not prosecuting some corporate violators, former DOJ criminal division head Lanny Breuer has asserted protecting the health of an industry and markets is a significant factor to be considered. But this reasoning begs the question, are industries and markets truly well-served when the federal government protects certain large corporations from the consequences of violating the law while other businesses are refused these protections? On the contrary, if a firm’s size protects it from prosecution, then it has a significant and unfair advantage over similar but smaller firms that would face tougher consequences for similar violations.

Instead of protecting such corporations from prosecution, the DOJ should take steps to remove the size advantage of any corporation that has grown so large as to be effectively too big to jail. A corporation’s plea agreement or separate civil settlement can effectively initiate the breakup of a supposedly too-big-to-jail corporation by requiring it to spin off lines of business through forced divestitures. The forced breakup of a criminal corporation would have to ensure culpable segments of the enterprise are not permitted to escape prosecution the way the DOJ today sometimes allows a corporation to sacrifice a hollowed-out subsidiary that pleads guilty while protecting the core enterprise from the enforcement. In some cases, such as in pharmaceuticals, the government may have to prevent disruptions in the corporation’s supply chain even as the corporation itself is prosecuted, for example by requiring patent holders to provide licenses to generic competitors in exchange for reasonable royalty payments.

A tougher, fairer approach to corporate crime will require more resources. A more aggressive, adversarial and hands-on approach to corporate crime enforcement would require a substantial increase in law enforcement resources dedicated to complex investigations and prosecutions of sprawling multinationals.

---

Short of the DOJ ceasing corporate DPAs and NPAs and reorienting itself toward aggressive investigations of corporate crime, there are incremental policy solutions that can begin to turn the tide:

- The DOJ should stop entering DPAs and NPAs with repeat offenders.

- Congress could pass laws requiring greater transparency around prosecutors’ decisions to enter DPAs and NPAs so that the public could know what specific collateral consequences were considered when weighing the decision not to prosecute.

- If the potential of a prosecution to threaten the financial or economic stability of the U.S. or another country was a factor a prosecutor considered, then the public should know – and regulators should move to break up the entity which has been too big to be subject to proper law enforcement.

- Transparency should also be increased around how the DOJ evaluates the compliance measures prosecutors often require of corporations that enter DPAs and NPAs. Reports by monitors appointed to oversee strengthened compliance should be made public, as should any other Justice Department reports tracking the performance of DPAs and NPAs.

- Additionally, these agreements could be treated more like guilty pleas alongside additional enforcement reforms, including making executives criminally liable and subject to jail time when corporations violate the law.¹³⁹

The ultimate fix, nevertheless, is the simplest: ending the DOJ’s practice of entering deferred and non-prosecution agreements with corporations once and for all.

¹³⁹ This last policy was introduced recently by Sen. Elizabeth Warren as the Corporate Executive Accountability Act (S. 1010). See https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/1010
Appendix A: Detailed Profiles of Corporate Repeat Offenders Receiving DPAs and NPAs

Banks and Financial Corporations (Domestic)

Corporate wrongdoer: American Insurance Group (AIG), a multinational financial and insurance corporation based in New York City.


The DOJ charged AIG-FP PAGIC Equity Holding Corporation, an AIG subsidiary, with aiding and abetting PNC Financial Services Group in connection with fraudulent transactions involving a special purpose entity known as a PAGIC entity.

The DOJ’s press release states that AIG-FP "developed the structured financial products used by PNC to transfer $750 million in mostly troubled loans and venture capital investments from subsidiaries of PNC to PAGIC entities. AIG placed the PAGIC entities on its balance sheet. The ability of PNC to account for the PAGIC entities as off-balance sheet SPEs – as if PNC no longer owned the assets transferred to those entities – depended upon whether the transactions complied with the requirements for non-consolidation under generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). The PAGIC transactions violated GAAP requirements for non-consolidation because AIG-FP did not make or maintain a substantive capital investment of at least 3% in the PAGIC entities."\(^{140}\)

Criminal enforcement action (Nov. 30, 2004): DPA with AIG subsidiary AIG-FP PAGIC Equity Holding Corp. with a term of two years\(^ {141}\) and a two-year NPA with AIG subsidiary AIG-Financial Products Corp.\(^ {142}\)


The agreements required AIG-FP to pay $80 million in penalties to the United States, disgorgement of $39.8 million in fees received from the PAGIC transactions, and payment of $6.5 million in prejudgment interest.

AIG accepted responsibility for the conduct of its employees and pledged its complete cooperation with a continuing investigation into the PAGIC transactions and other transactions. It was also required to hire a monitor.

The DPA stated that it “shall become null and void and AIG-FP shall, in the Department’s sole reasonable discretion, thereafter be subject to prosecution for any federal criminal violation” if AIG-FP has deliberately given false information or has committed any federal crimes subsequent to the date of the agreement.143

Second offense, resulting in NPA: Alleged securities fraud between 2000 and 2004.144

The allegations were related to two transactions. The first transaction involved a fraudulent scheme between AIG and General Re Corporation (Gen Re). The scheme was meant to create the appearance that AIG had increased its loss reserves, a key financial indicator for insurance companies. With the help of Gen Re, AIG booked approximately $250 million in loss reserves in the fourth quarter of 2000 and another $250 million in the first quarter of 2001. It reported these additional loss reserves in public reports filed with the SEC. AIG’s documentation included a false “paper trail” offer letter and misleading contracts, which led to AIG improperly reporting positive loss reserve growth in those periods. Three former Gen Re executives and one former AIG executive were charged with conspiracy, securities fraud, mail and wire fraud, and making false statements to the SEC in conjunction with these actions.145

The second transaction involved AIG hiding approximately $200 million in underwriting losses in 2000 in its general insurance business by improperly converting them into capital losses that were less important to the investment community. This misled investors and analysts. AIG structured a series of bogus transactions to convert underwriting losses to investment losses by transferring them to Capco Reinsurance Company, an offshore entity.146

Criminal enforcement action (Feb. 7, 2006): Just over a year after the previous DOJ enforcement, AIG entered a three-year NPA with the DOJ and paid $25 million in penalties.

145 Ibid.
146 Ibid.
As a result of a related enforcement proceeding, the company paid $800 million in penalties to the SEC. The agreement lasted for three years, during which time AIG was to fully cooperate with the investigation into its practices.

For both the 2004 and 2006 agreements, the DOJ and AIG agreed to select James Cole as the federal monitor, overseeing the company's progress in meeting the terms of the agreement. Cole, a lawyer, and his firm were paid about $20 million to oversee AIG's business practices and submit periodic reports to the government. The reports were not made public.\footnote{147}

**Corporate wrongdoer:** Arthur Andersen, once one of the largest accounting firms in the world, was founded in 1913 and based in Chicago.

**Offense resulting in DPA:** Alledged participation in a real estate fraud scheme in 1989 and 1990.\footnote{148}

Arthur Andersen partnered\footnote{149} with the Connecticut real estate firm Colonial Realty Company, which, following its bankruptcy in 1990, resulted in losses of as much as $350 million for investors.\footnote{150} Arthur Andersen allegedly aided Colonial through its endorsement of a misleading financial prospectus.\footnote{151}


**Criminal enforcement action (April 15, 1996):** Arthur Andersen entered a 90-day DPA with the DOJ and agreed to pay $10.3 million into a fund for defrauded investors. The corporation did not admit wrongdoing. Separately, the two Colonial executives behind the fraudulent scheme pleaded guilty and were sentenced to eight and nine years in prison.

**Second offense, resulting in trial conviction (subsequently overturned):** Alleged obstruction of justice in October of 2001.

In advance of an SEC investigation into Enron, Arthur Andersen destroyed documents related to its Enron account.

**Criminal enforcement action (Oct. 16, 2002):** Arthur Andersen was convicted following a federal jury trial and received the maximum sentence, five years of probation and a $500,000 fine. Separately, Arthur Andersen, following its indictment, was debarred from conducting business with the federal government. The corporation did not admit wrongdoing. Following Arthur Andersen's indictment, debarment and conviction, the firm collapsed.

In 2005, the U.S. Supreme Court overturned the conviction, ruling that the lower court had failed to prove the corporation destroyed the documents in order to deliberately conceal evidence from the SEC.

---


Corporate wrongdoer: JPMorgan Chase, the largest bank in the U.S., is based in New York City.

Offense resulting in NPA: Antitrust violations between 2001 and 2006.\textsuperscript{161}

JPMorgan Chase municipal investment employees rigged bids and manipulated the bidding process for contracts associated with municipal bonds and other public funds. The bank admitted and accepted responsibility for the illegal scheme.

Criminal enforcement action (July 7, 2011): JPMorgan Chase entered a two-year NPA\textsuperscript{162} and paid $228 million in restitution, penalties and disgorgement to federal and state agencies and accepted responsibility for illegal, anticompetitive conduct by former employees.\textsuperscript{163}

Second offense, resulting in DPA: Bank Secrecy Act violations between 2006 and 2008.\textsuperscript{164}

The DOJ filed two felony charges of Bank Secrecy Act violations against JPMorgan Chase for anti-money laundering failures. For more than twenty years, JPMorgan was the bank that Bernard Madoff primarily used for accounts connected with his infamous fraud scheme. In 2006, JPMorgan bankers in London flagged suspicious activity connected with Madoff, and the bank took measures to reduce its financial liabilities relating to Madoff activities. In 2008, due diligence officers in London reported Madoff to regulators in the United Kingdom. Meanwhile, U.S.-based JPMorgan anti-money laundering staff were not alerted to the U.K. desk’s concerns. In the weeks leading up to Madoff’s arrest, most of the more than $2 billion


\textsuperscript{162} U.S. Department of Justice, Non-Prosecution Agreement with JPMorgan Chase, 6 July 2011. \url{https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/atr/legacy/2011/07/07/272815a.pdf}


that was drained from Madoff’s accounts went into JPMorgan funds that had taken a position against Madoff.\textsuperscript{165}

**Criminal enforcement action (Jan. 7, 2014):** A two-year DPA with JPMorgan requiring the bank to acknowledge its responsibility and pay a non-tax deductible penalty of $1.7 billion, at the time the largest financial penalty imposed by the Department of Justice, to be distributed to Madoff fraud victims.

JPMorgan also was required to cooperate with ongoing Madoff fraud investigations and to reform its Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering compliance programs and procedures. If JPMorgan complies for two years with the terms of the DPA, the government will dismiss the charges. \textsuperscript{166}

**Third offense, resulting in a plea agreement:** Sherman Antitrust Act violations between July 2010 and January 2013.\textsuperscript{167}

Traders from JPMorgan Chase, Citicorp, Barclays and RBS conspired to manipulate the price of U.S. dollars and euros exchanged in the foreign currency exchange market.\textsuperscript{168}

The conspirator banks described themselves as “The Cartel” and used a private online chat room and coded language to manipulate benchmark exchange rates. This market manipulation protected members of the so-called Cartel while suppressing competition.

**Criminal enforcement action (May 19, 2015):** JPMorgan Chase agreed to plead guilty\textsuperscript{169} to a one-count felony charge of conspiring to fix prices and rig bids and paid a criminal fine of $550 million. The judgement was not finalized until January 10, 2017.\textsuperscript{170}

\textsuperscript{165} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{166} U.S. Department of Justice, Deferred Prosecution Agreement with JPMorgan Chase Bank, 6 January 2014, \url{http://lib.law.virginia.edu/Garrett/corporate-prosecution-registry/agreements/JPMorgan-Chase.pdf}
\textsuperscript{167} U.S. Department of Justice, Plea Agreement with JPMorgan Chase, 19 May 2015, \url{https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/five-major-banks-agree-parent-level-guilty-pleas}
\textsuperscript{169} U.S. District Court: District of Connecticut, Plea Agreement with JPMorgan Chase, 19 May 2015, \url{https://www.justice.gov/file/440491/download}
Fourth offense, resulting in NPA: Alleged foreign Corrupt Practices Act violations between 2006 and 2012.¹⁷¹

Employees of JPMorgan Securities (Asia Pacific) Limited, a Hong Kong-based JPMorgan Chase subsidiary, sought to win banking deals by corruptly awarding jobs to friends and relatives of Chinese government officials.¹⁷²

Criminal enforcement action (Nov. 17, 2016): The JP Morgan Chase subsidiary entered a three-year NPA with the DOJ and paid a criminal penalty of $72 million.

JP Morgan Chase also was required to pay penalties to the SEC and the Federal Reserve System’s Board of Governors, bringing up the total amount of penalties paid by the parent corporation and its subsidiary for the scheme to $264.4 million.¹⁷³

Corporate wrongdoer: Merrill Lynch, a major Wall Street investment and wealth management firm until its acquisition by Bank of America during the 2008 financial crisis.¹⁷⁴ Now a Bank of America subsidiary, it was formally rebranded "Merrill" in 2019.¹⁷⁵

Offense resulting in NPA: Engaging in an allegedly fraudulent scheme with disgraced energy firm Enron in 1999.¹⁷⁶

¹⁷³ Ibid.
The DOJ alleged that Merrill Lynch executives conspired with Enron in a $12 million deal to purchase the energy company’s investment in power-generating barges off the coast of Nigeria. By purchasing the Nigerian barge investment from Enron when Enron failed to find a legitimate buyer, even as Enron continued to seek a buyer and promised Merrill a significant rate of return, the DOJ alleged Merrill facilitated Enron’s fraud against investors.177

Criminal enforcement action (Sept. 7, 2003): Merrill Lynch entered an 18-month NPA with the DOJ.178 The firm accepted responsibility for any criminal violations its employees may have committed and agreed to be overseen by a corporate monitor and to undergo internal reforms intended to prevent the firm from engaging in any future fraudulent activity.179

No criminal financial penalties were imposed. In a civil settlement Merrill entered with the Securities and Exchange Commission six months earlier, Merrill Lynch neither admitted nor denied the allegations and agreed to pay $80 million in disgorgement, penalties and interest.180

Additionally, the DOJ prosecuted three of the firm’s executives, who were convicted in a jury trial. The convictions, however, were mostly overturned.181 One of the executives was permitted to enter a one-year DPA with the DOJ.182 Another sought unsuccessfully to have his obstruction of justice and perjury charges overturned by the U.S. Supreme Court.183

Second offense, resulting in NPA: Fraud between 2008 and 2014.

---

177 Ibid.
Precious metals traders who were employees of Merrill Lynch Commodities Inc., a Merrill Lynch subsidiary acquired by Bank of America, fraudulently sought to profit by manipulating global markets for precious metals including gold, silver and platinum.¹⁸⁴ The fraudulent activity, called “spoofing,” induced other market participants to buy and sell contracts, altering the commodities’ prices and facilitating profitmaking by the Merrill traders.¹⁸⁵ The DOJ did not disclose how much the traders profited from their illicit activities.

**Criminal enforcement action (June 25, 2019):** Merrill Lynch Commodities Inc. entered a three-year NPA¹⁸⁶ with the DOJ and agreed to pay $25 million in combined criminal fines, restitution and forfeiture. The subsidiary accepted responsibility for its wrongdoing, and both it and its parent, Bank of America, agreed to cooperate with ongoing investigations and undergo compliance reforms.

Despite the allegations associated with the 2003 enforcement, the NPA with Merrill asserts the subsidiary has no prior criminal history.¹⁸⁷

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission also announced it would penalize Merrill, though in its enforcement order the agency says its penalties will be “offset” by the DOJ penalties.¹⁸⁸

---


**Corporate wrongdoer:** Prudential Financial, a multinational insurance company based in Newark, New Jersey.

**Offense resulting in DPA:** Fraud between 1983 and 1990.189

Prudential Securities, a Prudential subsidiary, reportedly offered the energy funds to investors as "safe, low risk, and suitable for all investors.” However, the funds had substantial investment risk and no significant tax benefits for investors. Prudential reportedly admitted to misleading potential investors through a variety of marketing materials. More than 600,000 investors nationwide put money into these limited partnerships, which collectively lost more than $2 billion.190

**Criminal enforcement action (Oct. 27, 1994):** The DOJ entered into a three-year DPA with the Prudential subsidiary. According to Mary Jo White, then the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York and prosecutor for the case, this was the first DPA involving a major corporation.191

Prudential paid a $330 million settlement into a fund for investors’ benefit and agreed to cooperate with investigators. Prudential also agreed to pay all additional claims to investors exceeding $330 million. The company accepted responsibility for the wrongdoing.192

**Second offense, resulting in DPA:** Fraud between 1999 and 2003.193

According to the DOJ, brokers employed by Prudential Securities Inc. (Prudential Equity Group’s predecessor entity and a Prudential Financial subsidiary) placed thousands of market timing trades on behalf of their clients. Because the brokers manipulated trade information sent over the automated mutual fund trading system the company used, these prohibited trades generated commissions for the brokers and profits for their clients.

192 Ibid.
Prudential Securities Inc. management was aware of the deceptive trading practices, yet, instead of intervening, they facilitated continued wrongdoing.194

**DOJ enforcement action (Aug. 28, 2006):** The Prudential subsidiary entered a five-year DPA with the DOJ and paid a $300 million criminal penalty. With additional civil penalties, the company paid a total of $600 million.

**Corporate wrongdoer:** Wachovia was a financial corporation based in Charlotte, North Carolina. Wells Fargo, a San Francisco-based megabank, acquired Wachovia in 2008195 after it suffered multibillion-dollar losses during the financial crisis.

**Offense resulting in DPA:** Anti-money laundering failures between 2003 and 2008.196

According to the DOJ, Wachovia allowed Mexican currency exchange houses (known as “casas de cambios” or “CDCs”) to wire funds through Wachovia accounts to recipients throughout the world. The bank offered CDCs a service through which large sums of dollars could be physically transported to the U.S. for deposit. Wachovia did not have an effective procedure to monitor these transactions to detect money laundering activity. Between 2004 and 2007, at least $373 billion in wire transfers were made from CDCs to Wachovia accounts. Wachovia was aware as early as 1996 that CDCs were being used to launder drug money. More than $4 billion in bulk cash was transported from CDCs in Mexico to Wachovia accounts. A sum of $47 billion was deposited in Wachovia accounts through a “remote deposit capture” (RDC) service. Millions of these dollars were used to purchase airplane for narcotics trafficking operations. More than 20,000 kilograms of cocaine were seized from the planes.

**Criminal enforcement action (March 17, 2010):** Wachovia Bank entered into a one-year DPA197

---

with the DOJ and agreed to forfeit $110 million to the U.S. – the proceeds of illegal narcotic sales that were laundered through the bank – and pay a $50 million fine to the U.S. Treasury Department. Wachovia also was required to implement remedial measure to comply with the Bank Secrecy Act, abide by any orders and regulations of the OCC, and the U.S. Department of Treasury, Financial Crimes Enforcement Network. It was required to provide all relevant documents to the government, cooperate with investigations, and comply with the law.\textsuperscript{198}

**Offense\textsuperscript{199} resulting in NPA:** Antitrust violations from 1998 through 2004.\textsuperscript{200}

According to the DOJ, Wachovia employees at its municipal derivatives desk entered into contracts to unlawfully manipulate the bidding process and rig bids on municipal investments. The contracts were used to invest proceeds from bond issuances by municipalities and other public entities or to manage the risks associated with those bond issuances. Wachovia corrupted the bidding practices for investment contracts, depriving municipalities of the benefits of competitive processes.

**Criminal enforcement action (Dec. 8, 2011):** The Department of Justice entered into a one-year NPA\textsuperscript{201} with Wachovia Bank, during which the company was required to break no federal criminal laws, notify the DOJ of any criminal violations by employees, cooperate with investigations, and alert the department to proceedings of any civil actions.

Wachovia was required to pay a total of $148 million in restitution to federal and state agencies. While any investigations of former employees of the company are being conducted (regardless of timing), Wachovia was also required to provide relevant information to the government. Violations of the agreement may lead to prosecution.

\textsuperscript{198} *Ibid.*

\textsuperscript{199} Note the crossed chronology of Wachovia’s offenses and resulting criminal enforcement actions. While the enforcement action resulting in the DPA occurred before the enforcement action resulting in the NPA, the wrongdoing the DOJ describes in the 2011 NPA precedes the wrongdoing the DOJ describes in the 2010 DPA.


Banks and Financial Corporations (International)

Corporate wrongdoer: Barclays, a London-based multinational financial corporation.

Offense resulting in DPA: International Emergency Economic Powers Act (IEEPA) and Trading with the Enemy Act (TWEA) violations between the mid-1990s and 2006.\(^\text{202}\)

The DOJ charged Barclays with conducting illegal transactions on behalf of customers from Cuba, Iran, Sudan, Libya, and Burma, and other parties or jurisdictions sanctioned in programs administered by the U.S. Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC).\(^\text{203}\)

According to the DOJ, on numerous occasions, Barclays stripped information from payment messages to avoid alerting U.S. financial institutions about the origins of the funds. Barclays routed U.S. dollar payments through an internal account to hide the connection to sanctioned states and entities. The company also used “cover payments,” a method of payment messages meant to obscure the identities of the sanctioned countries.

Criminal enforcement action (Aug. 18, 2010): Barclays entered into a two-year DPA with the DOJ and forfeited $298 million to the U.S. government and the Manhattan District Attorney's Office.\(^\text{204}\)

Barclays also was required to provide comprehensive training on U.N., U.S. and E.U. sanctions for all relevant employees. The bank was ordered to implement a written policy requiring the use of a specific type of bank-to-bank payment measures. Barclays was required to provide information to investigators as requested, and to make employees available to provide such information. The agreement also required Barclay’s to implement compliance procedures and training related to the crimes committed.

Second offense, resulting in NPA: Fraudulent submissions by the bank for the London InterBank


\(^{203}\) Ibid.

Offered Rate (LIBOR) and the Euro Interbank Offered Rate (EURIBOR) between 2005 and 2009.\textsuperscript{205}

Barclays swaps traders requested that the company’s LIBOR and EURIBOR submitters submit inaccurate LIBOR and EURIBOR contributions that would benefit their trading positions. The submitters accommodated the swaps traders’ requests on numerous occasions. Additionally, in response to press speculation that Barclays’ high U.S. dollar LIBOR submissions could reflect liquidity problems, Barclays management directed that its dollar LIBOR submissions be lowered. These directions often resulted in submission of false rates.\textsuperscript{206}

**Criminal enforcement action (June 27, 2012):** Barclays Bank PLC entered into a two-year NPA\textsuperscript{207} with the DOJ and paid $160 million to the U.S. Treasury.\textsuperscript{208}

During the NPA’s term, Barclays was required to commit no crimes in the United States and to disclose all relevant information regarding the company’s activities to the Fraud Section of the DOJ. It was required to notify the Fraud Section of any criminal conduct of the company or its employees. If the DOJ determined that Barclays breached the agreement, it could prosecute. The agreement stated that Barclays has strengthened its compliance and internal controls standards and procedures and will further strengthen them as required by the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission.

**Third offense, resulting in plea agreement:** Between 2007 and 2012, conspired with Citicorp, JPMorgan Chase, Royal Bank of Scotland and UBS AG to manipulate the price of U.S. dollars and euros exchanged in the foreign currency exchange market.\textsuperscript{209}


\textsuperscript{206} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{207} U.S. Department of Justice, Non-Prosecution Agreement with Barclays Bank PLC, 26 June 2012. \url{https://www.justice.gov/iso/opa/resources/33720127101735469822.pdf}


The conspirator banks described themselves as “The Cartel” and used a private online chat room and coded language to manipulate benchmark exchange rates. This market manipulation protected members of the so-called Cartel while suppressing competition.

**Criminal enforcement action (May 20, 2015):** Barclays pleaded guilty^210^ to a one-count felony charge of conspiring to fix prices and rig bids and paid a criminal fine of $650 million. Additionally, Barclays agreed the market manipulation violations were a breach of its 2012 non-prosecution agreement, and will pay an additional $60 million criminal penalty.

Barclays also agreed to a three-year corporate probation and settled claims related to the violation with the New York State Department of Financial Services, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, and the United Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority an additional collective penalty of $1.3 billion.^211^

**Fourth offense, resulting in declination:** Alleged Misappropriation of confidential information provided by Hewlett Packard and engaging in trading to manipulate prices in ways that increased profits for individual traders.^212^

**Criminal enforcement action (Feb. 28, 2018):** The DOJ declined to prosecute.^213^ Barclays agreed to pay $12,896,011 in restitution and disgorgement to the U.S. Treasury, which will be offset by the amount Barclays pays in restitution to Hewlett Packard.

---


^213^ Ibid.
Corporate wrongdoer: BDO (formerly BDO Seidman, the corporation rebranded\textsuperscript{214} itself as BDO in 2010), a multinational accounting firm based in Belgium.

Offense resulting in DPA: From 1995 to 1998,\textsuperscript{215} partners in the accounting firm’s St. Louis office helped a wealthy client illegally convert the annuity funds BDO held in trust for personal injury clients in order to help the client acquire part of a grocery chain. When the grocery business failed, the annuitants, many of whom were paraplegics, widows and orphans, experienced catastrophic loss\textsuperscript{216} in excess of $60 million.\textsuperscript{217}

Criminal enforcement action (April 12, 2002): An 18-month DPA, approved by the United State District Court for the Southern District of Illinois,\textsuperscript{218} and a $16 million fine, which was put into a fund established for victim restitution. Victims who claimed money from this fund were required to renounce any claims they were pursuing and/or any future claims against the company. As a part of the agreement, BDO must not violate any law, must disclose documents that would otherwise be covered under attorney-client privilege, must cooperate, and must encourage the cooperation of its employees.\textsuperscript{219}

Second offense, resulting in DPA: Tax fraud conspiracy between 1997 and 2003.\textsuperscript{220}

The DOJ charged BDO with participating in a tax shelter fraud scheme, generating at least $6.5 billion in phony tax losses for wealthy clients. The fraudulent activity resulted in the evasion and attempted evasion of approximately $1.3 billion in taxes. BDO used two tax shelters,

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{214} “BDO Seidman Rebrands as ‘BDO’,” Accounting Today, 4 January 201),


\end{footnotesize}
labeled “short sale” and “SOS” and concealed them from the IRS by characterizing them as investments. According to charging documents, BDO used fraudulent correspondence and agreements to mask the products and associated fees, even going so far as to file false tax returns on behalf of clients and provide false information and documents to the IRS.\textsuperscript{221}

**Criminal enforcement action (June 6, 2012):** A six-month DPA with the DOJ and the United States Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of New York.\textsuperscript{222}

BDO agreed to pay $50 million in forfeitures and penalties. BDO was also required to agree to permanent restrictions on its income tax practice. Should the DOJ determine that BDO had given false information, committed any crime, or violated any provision of the agreement, it may prosecute for any criminal violation, including the ones at issue in this agreement. The agreement also stated that if BDO violates any provision of the DPA, the agreement may be extended for one-year periods, but the total term may not exceed five years. The company was required to implement an effective compliance and ethics program, including maintaining a permanent compliance office and educational and training program for employees.

**Corporate wrongdoer:** BNP Paribas, a multinational banking group based in Paris.

**Offense resulting in NPA:** Allegedly facilitating tax avoidance between at least August 2008 and August 2013.\textsuperscript{223}

BNP Paribas (Suisse), a Swiss subsidiary of BNP Paribas, maintained U.S.-related accounts – a total of 760 with a collective value of $1.2 billion – that helped U.S. taxpayers evade U.S. tax liabilities and helped these U.S. taxpayers access and spend their undeclared funds. The accounts were held in offshore tax shelter countries including the British Virgin Islands, Panama, Liechtenstein and Liberia.\textsuperscript{224}

\textsuperscript{221} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{222} U.S. Department of Justice, Deferred Prosecution Agreement with BDO Seidman, LLP, 12 April 2012. \url{https://www.justice.gov/archive/usao/nys/pressreleases/June12/bdo/bdodpamaterials.pdf}
\textsuperscript{224} Ibid.
**Criminal enforcement action (Nov. 19, 2015):** The subsidiary entered a four-year NPA with the DOJ and agreed to pay a penalty of more than $59 million.

The NPA was entered into as part of the DOJ’s Swiss Bank Program, which applies lenience to financial institutions that come forward with adequate disclosures regarding accounts held by U.S. taxpayers seeking to avoid U.S. tax liabilities and to close those accounts that fail to meet U.S. tax obligations, and to meet other conditions.  

**Second offense, resulting in plea agreement:** Antitrust violations between 2011 and 2013.

BNP Paribas USA, the U.S. subsidiary of BNP Paribas, violated the Sherman Antitrust Act by conspiring to suppress and eliminate competition through a scheme to fix prices in Central and Eastern European, Middle Eastern and African currencies. The conspiracy was undertaken through the bank’s electronic trading activity in the foreign currency exchange market.

**Criminal enforcement action (Jan. 26, 2018):** BNP Paribas USA pleaded guilty to a one-count information and agreed to pay a criminal fine of $90 million. The DOJ agreed not to require BNP to serve probation.

---

225 U.S. Department of Justice, Non-prosecution Agreement with BNP Paribas, 10 Nov. 2015
https://www.justice.gov/opa/file/794551/download

226 U.S. Department of Justice, Press Release: “Justice Department Announces Deutsche Bank (Suisse) SA Reaches Resolution under Swiss Bank Program,” 24 November 2015,
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Corporate wrongdoer: Crédit Lyonnais and Crédit Agricole (the latter of which was acquired by the former in 2003\textsuperscript{230}), a multinational French bank.

Offense resulting in NPA: According to the NPA between Crédit Lyonnais and the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Central District of California, the U.S. investigated and allegedly possessed "substantial evidence" of deliberate wrongdoing by bank employees between 1987 and 1994.\textsuperscript{231}

The agreement says the wrongdoing by a Crédit Lyonnais officer involved the owners of a movie studio, MGM, the 1990 acquisition of which Crédit Lyonnais financed, and which "may have violated United States laws."

The MGM owners, Giancarlo Parretti and Florio Fiorini, faced a long list of charges, including international money laundering and tax evasion for Parretti and securities fraud and conspiracy.\textsuperscript{232}

Criminal enforcement action (June 7, 1999): Crédit Lyonnais entered an 18-month NPA\textsuperscript{233} with the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Central District of California. Part of the reason the French bank was granted lenience was its efforts to bail out MGM, for which it spent about $2 billion.

Second offense, resulting in plea agreement: Fraud between 1991 and 1998.\textsuperscript{234}

Crédit Lyonnais illegally obtained insurance assets that had belonged to Executive Life, a life insurance company that had been declared insolvent and which the state of California bailed


\textsuperscript{231} U.S. Attorney's Office for the Central District of California, Non-prosecution Agreement with Credit Lyonnais, 6 May 2003, \url{http://lib.law.virginia.edu/Garrett/corporate-prosecution-registry/agreements/creditlyonnais.pdf}


\textsuperscript{233} U.S. Attorney's Office for the Central District of California, Non-prosecution Agreement with Credit Lyonnais, 6 May 2003, \url{http://lib.law.virginia.edu/Garrett/corporate-prosecution-registry/agreements/creditlyonnais.pdf}

out in 1991. To conceal its illegal financial relationship with the insurance assets, the French bank made false statements, including to the U.S. Federal Reserve, the California Insurance Commissioner and the court overseeing the Executive Life affair.

**Criminal enforcement action (Dec. 18, 2003):** Crédit Lyonnais, now a Credit Agricole subsidiary, pleaded guilty to three felony counts of making false statements to the Federal Reserve and agreed to pay a $100 million criminal fine.

**Third offense, resulting in two DPAs:** Sanctions violations between 2003 and 2008.

Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank, a Crédit Agricole subsidiary, employed deceptive practices to move about $312 million through the U.S. financial system on behalf of sanctioned entities, primarily Sudan and including Burma, Iran and Cuba.

**Criminal enforcement action (Oct. 20, 2015):** The Crédit Agricole subsidiary entered into a three-year DPA with the DOJ as well as a separate DPA with the New York County District Attorney’s Office, and agreed to forfeit $312 million. The subsidiary was required to take on an independent compliance monitor for one year.

**Fourth offense, resulting in NPA:** Alleged tax violations between 2001 and 2009.

The Switzerland-based subsidiary of Crédit Agricole, Crédit Agricole (Suisse), opened accounts and held funds on behalf of U.S. citizens and US-based corporate entities whom the bank knew or should have known were using the Swiss accounts to avoid U.S. tax obligations. In 2001, the subsidiary made an information-sharing agreement with the IRS, but withheld information based on its interpretation of limits placed on the agreement.

---


Since August 2008, the Crédit Agricole subsidiary held 954 US-related accounts (including both declared and undeclared) worth, in aggregate, more than $1.8 billion.\(^{240}\)

**Criminal enforcement action (Dec. 15, 2015):** As part of the Obama DOJ's Swiss Bank Program,\(^{241}\) Crédit Agricole (Suisse) entered a four-year NPA\(^{242}\) with the DOJ and agreed to pay a penalty of $99.211 million. In exchange for avoiding prosecution, the subsidiary agreed to provide detailed disclosures and close all accounts related to U.S. tax avoidance activities.

---

**Corporate wrongdoer:** Credit Suisse, a Swiss multinational bank and financial corporation based in Zurich.

**Offense resulting in two DPAs:** Sanctions violations between as early as 1995 through 2006.

Credit Suisse, operating in Switzerland and in the United Kingdom, was charged with violating the International Emergency Economic Powers Act (IEEPA) by deliberately modifying financial transactions with U.S. sanctioned countries and individuals in order to conceal the financial activity from U.S. authorities. The sanctioned nations involved in the transactions included Iran, Sudan, Burma, Cuba and Libya.\(^{243}\)

---

\(^{240}\) *Ibid.*


\(^{242}\) U.S. Department of Justice, Non-prosecution Agreement with Credit Agricole (Suisse) SA, 8 Dec. 2015, https://www.justice.gov/opa/file/799456/download

Criminal enforcement action (Dec. 16, 2009): Credit Suisse entered a two-year DPA with the DOJ and agreed to forfeit $536 million – at the time the largest forfeiture ever for IEEPA violations – to the U.S. and the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office. Credit Suisse also entered a separate DPA with the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office.

Second offense, resulting in plea agreement: Tax violations “for decades” through 2009.

Credit Suisse helped U.S. citizens evade taxes, including by helping its U.S. clients set up “sham entities” to hide accounts, maintaining the hidden accounts by evading transaction reporting requirements, and facilitating the use of the hidden accounts via offshore credit and debit cards.

Criminal enforcement action (May 19, 2014): Credit Suisse pleaded guilty to one count of helping U.S. taxpayers file fraudulent income tax returns and other documents with the IRS and was required to pay a criminal fine of more than $1.1 billion. With civil penalties and disgorgement, Credit Suisse was required to pay a total of $2.6 billion.

Third offense, resulting in NPA: Alleged FCPA violations between 2007 and 2013.

Bankers at Credit Suisse (Hong Kong) Limited, Credit Suisse’s Hong Kong subsidiary, allegedly engaged in a corrupt scheme of hiring friends and family of Chinese government officials in exchange for business opportunities that netted the subsidiary at least $46 million.

---

Criminal enforcement action (July 5, 2018): The Credit Suisse subsidiary entered a three-year NPA and was required to pay a $47 million criminal penalty.

Corporate wrongdoer: Deutsche Bank, a German multinational financial corporation based in Frankfurt.


Deutsche Bank participated in tax shelter schemes for financial institutions that created the appearance of losses and other sham investment activity. The transactions included at least 1,300 deals involving more than 2,100 clients and 2,300 transactions that were used fraudulently to claim an estimated $29.3 billion in tax benefits. Deutsche Bank admitted to its criminal wrongdoing.

Criminal enforcement action (Dec. 21, 2010): Deutsche Bank entered into an NPA with the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York with a term of one to two years, depending on the DOJ-appointed monitor’s assessment of compliance measures the bank was required to implement.

Deutsche Bank admitted to facilitating financial transactions for fraudulent tax shelters and agreed to pay $553,633,153 – a sum representing the fees the bank collected for the tax shelter activity plus taxes and interest the IRS was thwarted from collecting plus a civil penalty exceeding $149 million. The NPA also forbids Deutsche Bank from offering tax products similar to those involved in the criminal scheme.

---
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Second offense, resulting in a plea agreement and a DPA: Wire fraud, antitrust and price-fixing violations between 2003 and 2011.\(^{255}\)

According to DOJ charging documents, Deutsche Bank’s derivatives traders secretly manipulated the values of currencies, including the U.S. Dollar, Yen, Swiss Franc and Pound Sterling, on the London InterBank Offered Rate (LIBOR) and Euro Interbank Offered Rate (EURIBOR), resulting in fraudulent transactions.\(^{256}\)

Criminal enforcement action (April 23, 2015): Deutsche Bank subsidiary DB Group Services (UK) Limited pleaded guilty\(^{257}\) to wire fraud and the parent company, Deutsche Bank AG, entered into a three-year DPA\(^{259}\) with the DOJ.

During the term of the agreement, the bank was required to retain a corporate monitor. The bank and its subsidiary agreed to pay $775 million in criminal penalties. Additional regulatory penalties and disgorgement brought the total Deutsche Bank must pay to more than $2.5 billion.\(^{259}\)

Third offense, resulting in NPA: Facilitating tax avoidance between at least August 2008 and August 2013.\(^{260}\)

Deutsche Bank Suisse, a Swiss subsidiary, maintained at U.S.-related accounts – a total of 1,072 with a collective value of $7.65 billion – that helped U.S. taxpayers evade U.S. tax


\(^{256}\)Ibid.


liabilities and helped these U.S. taxpayers access and spend their undeclared funds. The accounts were held in offshore tax shelter countries including Liechtenstein, Liberia, Panama and the British Virgin Islands.261

**Criminal enforcement action (Nov. 24, 2015):** The subsidiary entered a four-year NPA262 with the DOJ and paid a penalty of more than $31 million.

The NPA was entered into as part of DOJ’s Swiss Bank Program, which applies a degree of lenience to financial institutions that come forward with adequate disclosures regarding accounts held by U.S. taxpayers seeking to avoid U.S. tax liabilities and to close those accounts that fail to meet U.S. tax obligations, and to meet other conditions.263

**Corporate wrongdoer:** HSBC Holdings plc (HSBC), a London-based multinational bank.

**Offense resulting in DPA:** Anti-money laundering and sanctions violations from the mid-1990s through 2006.

Sanctions violations: Starting in the 1990s, HSBC allowed about $660 million in transactions prohibited by U.S. sanctions against nations including Iran, Cuba, Sudan, Libya and Burma. Through various means, the transactions were concealed from HSBC Bank USA, the corporation’s U.S. subsidiary, as well as other U.S. financial institutions. Despite repeated protests by the bank’s compliance officer starting in 2001, HSBC continued to allow the concealed transactions.264

Anti-money laundering violations: Between 2006 and 2010, HSBC Bank USA, HSBC’s U.S. subsidiary, understaffed its anti-money laundering compliance efforts and did not implement

---

262 Ibid.
a compliance program capable of preventing money laundering through HSBC Mexico. HSBC Mexico’s own, separate weak anti-money laundering efforts had made the bank the preferred institution for drug cartels and money launderers.\textsuperscript{265} Ultimately, HSBC’s U.S. subsidiary failed to adequately monitor over $200 trillion in wire transfers, including $670 billion in wire transfers and more than $9.4 billion in purchases of U.S. cash from HSBC Mexico.\textsuperscript{266}

HSBC’s widespread and severe violations are documented in the criminal information the DOJ filed with HSBC’s DPA. HSBC Holdings, the HSBC parent company, admitted that it violated the Trading With the Enemy Act and the International Emergency Economic Powers Act and the bank’s U.S. subsidiary admitted to violating the Bank Secrecy Act.\textsuperscript{267}

**Criminal enforcement action (Dec. 11, 2012):** The DOJ filed a four-count felony information\textsuperscript{268} against HSBC, which accepted a five-year DPA.\textsuperscript{269} HSBC accepted responsibility for the actions documented in the criminal information. In accepting the DPA, HSBC agreed to forfeit $1.256 billion and pay additional civil penalties.\textsuperscript{270} HSBC agreed to take on an independent corporate compliance monitor\textsuperscript{271} for the duration of the agreement.

On Dec. 11, 2017, the term of the five-year DPA ended, and the DOJ dismissed its charges against HSBC.\textsuperscript{272}

\textsuperscript{265} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{267} Ibid.
Second offense, resulting in DPA: Fraud in 2010 and 2011.

Traders on HSBC’s foreign exchange desk abused confidential information provided for HSBC to implement a multi-billion dollar transaction involving the British Pound Sterling. The traders manipulated the price of the currency in a way that benefited HSBC and harmed its clients, and misled the client in the 2001 transaction, Cairn Energy, to conceal the trader's manipulations. HSBC made $46.4 million in ill-gotten-gains from the traders’ fraudulent market manipulations.273 HSBC admitted its responsibility for the wrongdoing.

Criminal enforcement action (Jan. 18, 2018): Five weeks after the DOJ filed to dismiss HSBC’s previous DPA, the DOJ entered a three-year DPA with HSBC274 with DOJ over the fraudulent market activity and was required to pay a $63.1 million criminal penalty and $38.4 million in disgorgement and restitution.275

Corporate wrongdoer: Lloyds Banking Group, a London-based bank whose principle subsidiary was previously known as Lloyds TSB Bank until it changed its name to Lloyds Bank in 2013.276


The DOJ charged Lloyds TSB Bank with violating the International Emergency Economic Powers Act. According to the DOJ, the bank falsified U.S. wire transfers, concealing identities

involving sanctioned entities, including Iran and Sudan, and allowing $350 million in transactions that should have been blocked.\textsuperscript{277}

**Criminal enforcement action (Jan. 9, 2009):** Lloyds entered a two-year DPA\textsuperscript{278} with the DOJ and agreed to pay $350 million, to be split evenly between the federal government and the state of New York.\textsuperscript{279} Lloyds also entered a separate DPA with the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office.\textsuperscript{280}

**Second offense, resulting in DPA:** Wire fraud between 2006 and 2009.

According to the DOJ, Lloyds Banking Group traders submitted fraudulent LIBOR (London InterBank Offered Rate) rates to manipulate currency trades, affecting a number of currencies including the U.S. dollar, British pound sterling, and Japanese yen, to benefit Lloyds traders’ positions.\textsuperscript{281}

**Criminal enforcement action (July 28, 2014):** Lloyds Banking Group entered into a two-year DPA with the DOJ and agreed to pay a criminal penalty of $86 million.\textsuperscript{282}

**Corporate wrongdoer:** Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS), a multinational financial corporation headquartered in Edinburgh, U.K.


\textsuperscript{279} Ibid. (Page 2)


Offense resulting in DPA and plea agreement: Wire fraud between 2006 through 2010 and antitrust violations.\textsuperscript{283}

RBS Securities Japan Limited, an RBS subsidiary, engaged in a LIBOR manipulation conspiracy to provide false and misleading interest rates for Japanese Yen and Swiss Francs.

Criminal enforcement action (Feb. 6, 2013): RBS' Japanese subsidiary pleaded guilty to a one-count criminal information charging the corporation with wire fraud, and was required to pay a $50 million fine.\textsuperscript{284}

Separately, the parent company RBS entered a two-year DPA with the DOJ and agreed to pay $100 million on top of the Japanese subsidiary's penalties.\textsuperscript{285}

Second offense, resulting in a plea agreement: Antitrust violations between 2007 and 2010.

RBS conspired with Barclays, Citicorp, JPMorgan Chase, and UBS AG to manipulate the price of U.S. dollars and euros exchanged in the foreign currency exchange market.\textsuperscript{286}

The conspirator banks described themselves as “The Cartel” and used a private online chat room and coded language to manipulate benchmark exchange rates. This market manipulation protected members of the so-called Cartel while suppressing competition.

Criminal enforcement action (May 20, 2015): RBS pleaded guilty to one count of violating the Sherman Antitrust Act and agreed to pay a criminal fine of $395 million.\textsuperscript{287}

Third offense, resulting in NPA: Alleged fraud between 2008 and 2013.\(^{288}\)

According to the DOJ, RBS Securities Inc., an RBS subsidiary, engaged in fraudulent and deceptive trading practices in the sale of mortgage-backed securities and collateralized loan obligations. RBS allegedly concealed the deceptive from some employees while acting with the knowledge and assistance of supervisors and compliance staff.\(^{289}\)

Criminal enforcement action (Oct. 26, 2017): The DOJ entered a one-year NPA with the RBS subsidiary and imposed a $35 million penalty.\(^{290}\)


Offense resulting in NPA: Facilitating tax avoidance between at least August 2008 and August 2013.

Société Générale Private Banking (Lugano-Svizzera) SA, a Switzerland-based subsidiary of Société Générale, opened accounts and held funds on behalf of U.S. citizens and assisted its account holders in creating sham entities intended to conceal their beneficiaries from the U.S. government.\(^{291}\) In 2001, the subsidiary made an information-sharing agreement with the IRS, but withheld information based on its interpretation of limits placed on the agreement.\(^{292}\)

Since August 2008, the subsidiary held 109 US-related accounts worth, in aggregate, about $139.6 million.\(^{293}\)


\(^{289}\) Ibid.


Criminal enforcement action (May 28, 2015): As part of the Obama DOJ’s Swiss Bank Program, the Société Générale subsidiary entered a four-year NPA with the DOJ and agreed to pay a penalty of $1.363 million. In exchange for avoiding prosecution, the subsidiary agreed to provide detailed disclosures and close all accounts related to U.S. tax avoidance activities.

Second offense, resulting in NPA: Facilitating tax avoidance between at least August 2008 and August 2013.

Société Générale Private Banking (Suisse) SA, another Switzerland-based subsidiary of Société Générale, opened accounts and held funds on behalf of U.S. citizens and assisted its account holders in creating sham entities based in Panama, the British Virgin Islands and Liechtenstein intended to conceal their beneficiaries from the U.S. government. In 2001, the subsidiary made an information-sharing agreement with the IRS, but withheld information based on its interpretation of limits placed on the agreement.

Since August 2008, the subsidiary held 375 US-related accounts worth, in aggregate, about $660 million.

Criminal enforcement action (June 9, 2015): As part of the Obama DOJ’s Swiss Bank Program, the Société Générale subsidiary entered a four-year NPA with the DOJ and agreed to pay a penalty of more than $17 million. In exchange for avoiding prosecution, the subsidiary agreed

---

to provide detailed disclosures and close all accounts related to U.S. tax avoidance activities.302

**Third offenses, resulting in DPA and plea agreement:** FCPA violations between 2004 and 2009 and fraud in 2006 and between 2010 and 2011.

According to the DOJ, the FCPA violations involved Société Générale paying bribes to Gaddafi-era officials in Libya through a corrupt scheme in which the corporation paid $90 million, some of which was directed toward government officials. In exchange, the bank received investments and ultimately profited by about $523 million from the corrupt scheme.303 SGA Société Générale Acceptance N.V., a Société Générale subsidiary based in Curaçao, also was involved in the scheme.

The fraud charges stem from two schemes. The first, initiated by Société Générale senior executives, involved manipulating currency values with fraudulent U.S. dollar submissions on the London InterBank Offered Rate (LIBOR). The second involves Société Générale employees in London and Tokyo conspiring to manipulate the bank’s Japan Yen LIBOR submissions.

**Criminal enforcement action (June 4, 2018):** In a joint enforcement action carried out by the DOJ and French authorities, Société Générale entered a three-year DPA304 with the DOJ and SGA Société Générale Acceptance N.V. pleaded guilty305 to a one-count criminal information charging the corporation with violating the FCPA. The bank agreed to pay a criminal penalty of $585 million in the FCPA case and a fine of $275 million to resolve the LIBOR case. The bank agreed to strengthen its compliance program.

**Fourth offense, resulting in DPA:** Sanctions violations from 2004 through 2010.

---


According to the DOJ, Société Générale operated 21 credit facilities that engaged in more than 2,500 transactions in violation of U.S. sanctions against Cuba and Cuban businesses. The bank’s actions resulted in the processing of nearly $13 billion in transactions should have been blocked. Most of the transactions involved a Dutch commodities trading firm and Cuba’s state-run oil refining corporation. The bank’s senior management and compliance department were aware of the non-compliant transactions as early as 2004, yet allowed them to continue for nearly six years.

Criminal enforcement action (Nov. 19, 2018): Société Générale entered a three-year DPA with the DOJ and agreed to forfeit more than $717 million plus civil penalties that brought the bank’s total penalties up to $1.3 billion, at the time the largest penalty ever imposed by the U.S. for sanctions violations.

---


**Corporate wrongdoer:** Standard Chartered, a London-based multinational financial corporation, and American Express Bank, a subsidiary of New York City-based American Express that Standard Chartered acquired in 2008.  

**Offense resulting two DPAs:** Sanctions violations between 2001 and 2007.

According to the DOJ, Standard Chartered processed over $200 million in transactions on behalf of sanctioned entities in Iran, Sudan, Libya and Burma. The criminal acts were carried out primarily by the bank’s London and Dubai branches. The transactions were able to be processed through Standard Chartered’s U.S. branch because of measures the bank took to conceal the identities of the entities on whose behalf it was acting.

**Criminal enforcement action (Feb. 6, 2012):** The DOJ entered a two-year DPA with Standard Chartered and agreed to forfeit $227 million in lieu of a criminal penalty. The DOJ penalty also was credited against the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control’s $132 million penalty.

---


Separately, Standard Chartered also entered a DPA with the Manhattan District Attorney's Office.\textsuperscript{313}

In 2014, the DOJ extended Standard Chartered's DPA by three years and required the bank to appoint an independent monitor.\textsuperscript{314} The bank's DPA was extended a total of five times and ultimately expired in April of 2019\textsuperscript{315} as it entered an amended DPA\textsuperscript{316} to resolve sanctions violations not covered by the 2012 DPA.

**Offense resulting in DPA:** Anti-money laundering violations between 1999 and 2004.\textsuperscript{317}

According to the DOJ, American Express Bank International (AEBI), an American Express subsidiary, willfully failed to establish an adequate anti-money laundering program.\textsuperscript{318} According to the statement of facts the DOJ released with the charging documents, “The violations at AEBI were serious and systemic and allowed millions of dollars of financial transactions involving proceeds from the sale of illegal narcotics to be conducted.”\textsuperscript{319}

**Criminal enforcement action (Aug. 6, 2007):** The American Express subsidiary entered a one-year DPA with the DOJ and agreed to forfeit $55 million.\textsuperscript{320}


\textsuperscript{318} Ibid.
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Standard Chartered announced its intention to acquire American Express Bank about five weeks after the DOJ's enforcement action. In 2008, American Express Bank International was renamed Standard Chartered Bank International (Americas) Limited.

**Third offense, resulting in NPA:** Tax violations between 2008 and 2014.

Standard Chartered’s acquisition of American Express Bank included the bank’s Swiss subsidiary, which maintained at U.S.-related accounts – a total of 22 with a collective value of $33.1 million – that helped U.S. taxpayers evade U.S. tax liabilities.

**Criminal enforcement action (Nov. 13, 2015):** As part of the Obama DOJ’s Swiss Bank Program, Standard Chartered (Switzerland) entered a four-year NPA with the DOJ and agreed to pay a penalty of $6.337 million in exchange for avoiding prosecution.

**Fourth offense, resulting in an amended DPA:** Sanctions violations between 2007 and 2011.

Employees of Standard Chartered’s Dubai branch conspired with an Iranian national to process about 9,500 transactions worth about $240 million through the U.S. financial system, in violation of U.S. sanctions against Iran. A Standard Chartered employee pleaded guilty in connection with the violation and charges were filed against the Iranian national.

---


325 U.S. Department of Justice, Non-prosecution Agreement with Standard Chartered Bank (Switzerland) SA, 12 Nov. 2015, [https://www.justice.gov/opa/file/793151/download](https://www.justice.gov/opa/file/793151/download)


Criminal enforcement action (April 9, 2019): Following the fifth extension of the DPA Standard Chartered entered with the DOJ in 2012, the DOJ allowed that DPA to expire and entered a new amended DPA328 with the corporation. The DOJ filed a two-count felony criminal information against the bank with the understanding that, as long as the bank meets the terms of the DPA, the charges against it will be waived after two years. Standard Chartered agreed to forfeit $240 million, the value of the illegal transactions, and to pay a $480 million fine.329

Corporate wrongdoer: UBS, a multinational financial corporation and Switzerland’s largest bank.

Offense resulting in DPA: Tax fraud conspiracy from 2000 to 2007.330

The DOJ charged UBS with conspiring to defraud the U.S. government by impeding the IRS.

After purchasing brokerage firm Paine Webber in 2000, UBS entered into an agreement with the IRS that required it to report income and other identifying information for its U.S. clients who held U.S. securities in a UBS account. According to the DOJ, in order to evade these reporting requirements, UBS helped U.S. taxpayers open new UBS accounts in the names of nominees or sham entities. The account holders then transferred their assets to the newly created accounts, which were not required to include the U.S. taxpayers as beneficiaries. Swiss bankers also travelled to the U.S. repeatedly to market their bank secrecy to U.S. clients. UBS employees used counter-surveillance techniques to prevent detection of these marketing efforts and conceal the identities of U.S. clients.331

**Criminal enforcement action (Feb. 18, 2009):** UBS AG entered into an 18-month DPA with the DOJ and paid $780 million in fines, penalties, interest and restitution.

Prior to the agreement, UBS also agreed to exit the U.S. cross-border business and only provide banking or securities services to U.S. resident private clients through subsidiaries or affiliates registered to do business with the SEC. U.S. clients would be required to supply fully executed IRS forms that include their full identification. The company also agreed to implement and maintain an internal controls and compliance program, which requires it to appoint personnel, develop written policies, and provide training to personnel.\(^{332}\)

UBS was also required to provide account information of U.S. clients to the U.S. government and continue to cooperate with the investigation. The agreement states that if UBS gives false information, violates the agreement, or violates any U.S. federal criminal law, the U.S. government may revoke the agreement and prosecute any known crimes.\(^{333}\)

**Second offense, resulting in NPA:*** Antitrust violations from 2001 through 2006.

Former UBS employees at the company’s municipal reinvestment and derivatives desk entered into unlawful agreements to manipulate the bidding process and rig bids on municipal bond contracts.\(^{334}\)

**Criminal enforcement action (May 4, 2011):** UBS entered a two-year NPA\(^ {335}\) with the DOJ and paid $160 million in restitution, penalties, and disgorgement to federal and state agencies.

As a part of the agreement, UBS agreed to commit no violation of the U.S. federal criminal law, disclose any criminal violations that come to the attention of the company’s legal department, and cooperate fully with the investigation.\(^ {336}\)

---


\(^{333}\) Ibid.


\(^{336}\) Ibid.
Third offense, resulting in NPA and plea agreement: Wire fraud from November 2006 through September 2009.337

UBS Securities Japan Co. Ltd., a UBS subsidiary, engaged in a LIBOR manipulation conspiracy to provide false and misleading interest rates for the Japanese Yen.

Criminal enforcement action (Dec. 19, 2012): The UBS subsidiary pleaded guilty to a felony count and agreed to pay a $100 million fine.338 UBS AG, the parent company, entered a two-year NPA339 with the DOJ and agreed to pay an additional $400 million.

Additionally, two former UBS traders were charged. With regulatory penalties and disgorgement to U.S. and international authorities, the total UBS was required to pay in penalties exceeded $1.5 billion.340

In 2015, UBS pleaded guilty to the LIBOR manipulation scheme after the DOJ found the corporation to be in breach of its NPA.341

Fourth offense, resulting in a plea agreement for past offenses and “conditional immunity” for antitrust violations: Antitrust violations between October 2011 and January 2013.342

UBS AG engaged in deceptive foreign-exchange market practices wherein UBS employees colluded to mislead customers. The illegal acts were considered a breach of UBS' 2012 NPA.343

---

338 Ibid.
340 Ibid.
The DOJ press release notes “UBS's post-LIBOR compliance and remediation efforts failed to detect the illegal conduct until an article was published pointing to potential misconduct in the FX markets.”

Criminal enforcement action (May 20, 2015): UBS AG, now considered to be in breach of its 2012 NPA, pleaded guilty to the LIBOR manipulation charge described in the 2012 NPA and agreed to pay a $203 million criminal penalty and accepted a three-year probation term.

However, the DOJ granted UBS “conditional immunity” from prosecution for its antitrust violations. UBS was required to pay the Federal Reserve $342 million. No criminal charges were filed.

---

344 Ibid.
345 Ibid.
Drug and Medical Device Corporations

Corporate wrongdoer: Bristol-Myers Squibb (BMS), a pharmaceutical corporation based in New York City.


According to BMS’ DPA, the corporation engaged in “channel stuffing,” meaning that it used financial incentives to spur wholesalers to buy products in excess of prescription demands so that the company could report higher sales and earnings. To incentivize wholesalers, BMS used pre-price increase buy-ins, which allowed wholesalers to make purchases prior to imminent price increases by BMS; extended datings of invoices, which extend the due date for wholesaler payment beyond the standard 30 days; early payment discounts; and future file purchases, which allowed wholesalers to buy at earlier, lower prices after the effective date of a price increase. As a result, wholesalers accumulated excess inventory of BMS products, which adversely effected subsequent sales.

BMS had publicly announced its plans to double the company’s sales, earnings, and earnings per share in a seven-year period. It also announced a plan to double year-end 2000 sales and earnings by 2005. Channel stuffing enabled BMS to achieve and report results consistent with its publicly announced goals. Without channel stuffing, it would have failed.

BMS improperly established reserves and used funds from its reserves for improper purposes, including boosting BMS revenue as necessary to hit consensus estimates. In doing so, it violated the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP). BMS also violated GAAP in its accounting policies related to expected rebates. BMS failed to disclose its channel stuffing in its 10Ks and 10Qs or quarterly press releases and analyst conference calls.

Criminal enforcement action (June 15, 2005): BMS entered into a two-year DPA with the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of New Jersey.

It appointed a member of its board of directors to ensure that BMS emphasizes openness, accountability and integrity in corporate governance. BMS paid $300 million in additional restitution to shareholders (bringing the total paid up to $839 million).


Sept. 26, 2019
BMS was required to adopt internal controls and other remedial measures to prevent and deter potential violations of the federal securities laws. The company hired former U.S. Attorney and federal judge Frederick B. Lacey as a federal monitor. The company also was required to endow a chair in business ethics and corporate governance at Seton Hall University Law School, the alma mater of the prosecutor overseeing the case – then-U.S. Attorney for the District of New Jersey Chris Christie. Former U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York and future SEC Chair Mary Jo White led the BMS defense team.

**Second offense, resulting in plea agreement:** Lying to the federal government and concealing its false statements in 2006.

BMS allegedly reached a secret agreement with Canadian company Apotex to keep a generic version of Plavix, an anti-clotting drug, off the market. BMS was co-marketer of the drug with Sanofi-Aventis. The drug was BMS’ largest product. The Plavix patent was challenged by Apotex, which threatened to sell a generic copy of the drug. BMS tried to settle a lawsuit with Apotex to prevent this. The terms of the deal between BMS and Apotex should have been cleared by the Federal Trade Commission, as the company was operating under a consent decree requiring FTC review of its patent settlements. However, BMS did not disclose major parts of the deal to the FTC, instead making much of the deal in secret.

**DOJ enforcement action (June 11, 2007):** BMS pleaded guilty to two counts of providing false statements to the federal government and paid a criminal fine of $1 million.

---

348 Ibid.


BMS entered its guilty plea just four days before it was released from its 2005 DPA. Then-U.S. Attorney for the District of New Jersey Chris Christie found that BMS' conduct and guilty plea violated the DPA, but determined that BMS had “cured that breach” by firing executives who were allegedly implicated in the wrongdoing and undergoing internal reforms.\textsuperscript{355} Again, the corporate defense attorney sitting opposite Christie and negotiating BMS agreement with the DOJ was Mary Jo White.

**Corporate wrongdoer:** GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), a London-based multinational pharmaceutical corporation.

**Offense resulting in NPA and plea agreement:** Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FDCA) violations between 2001 and 2005.

SB Pharmco, a GSK subsidiary, manufactured and distributed adulterated drugs (Kytril, Bactroban, Paxil CR, and Avadamet) made at a Puerto Rican facility. The facility produced drugs that had critical defects, did not have the therapeutic effect intended, lacked a controlled release mechanism, lacked the FDA-approved active ingredient mix, and packaged drugs of one strength or type in the same bottle with drugs of other types and strengths.\textsuperscript{356}

GSK was alleged to have committed the crime described above via SB Pharmco. Additionally, it was alleged to have knowingly caused false and/or fraudulent claims to be submitted to Medicare and other federal healthcare programs. GSK does not admit to these facts – it “expressly denies the contentions and allegations.”\textsuperscript{357}

**Criminal enforcement action (Oct. 21, 2010):** GSK entered an NPA with the DOJ and the subsidiary pleaded guilty to the FDCA violations. The corporation paid a criminal fine and forfeiture of $150 million and a civil settlement under the False Claims Act of $600 million.\textsuperscript{358}

\textsuperscript{355} Ibid.


Second offense, resulting in plea agreement: Health care fraud between 1994 and 2007.359

The company engaged in “off-label marketing” of the drugs Paxil and Wellbutrin. The company marketed the antidepressant Paxil as effective for use in children and adolescents. It marketed Wellbutrin, also an antidepressant, for weight loss, the treatment of sexual dysfunction, substance addictions, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, and other off-label uses. GSK spent millions, paying doctors to speak about the Wellbutrin’s off-label uses at meetings held at lavish resorts.

Finally, GSK failed to include safety data about Avandia, a diabetes drug, in its reports to the FDA, thereby restricting the FDA’s ability to assess the drug’s safety.360

Criminal enforcement action (July 2, 2012): GSK pleaded guilty to three criminal charges:

two counts of introducing misbranded drugs into interstate commerce and one count of failing to report safety data about a drug to the FDA.361

GSK paid $3 billion to resolve both its criminal and civil liability for the offenses. The criminal fine and forfeiture under the plea agreement amount to $1 billion.362

---


360 Ibid.


**Corporate wrongdoer:** Pfizer, a New York City-based multinational pharmaceutical corporation and Pfizer subsidiaries Pharmacia & Upjohn, which Pfizer acquired in 2002, and Wyeth, which Pfizer acquired in 2009.

**Offense resulting in DPA, NPA and plea agreement:** Offering kickbacks between January 2000 and March 2003.

Pharmacia Upjohn, Inc., offered kickbacks to a pharmacy benefit manager in order to improve sales of one of its products, the human growth hormone Genotropin. When Pfizer acquired Pharmacia, it initiated self-disclosure of the aforementioned conduct.

**Criminal enforcement action (April 2, 2007):** Pfizer subsidiary Pharmacia & Upjohn, Inc., pleaded guilty and was fined $19.7 million, and as a result became disqualified from participation in government healthcare programs. According to the Pfizer press release, the subsidiary "has no operational role in Pfizer today."

The United States Attorney’s Office for the District of Massachusetts entered a three-year DPA with a separate Pharmacia & Upjohn subsidiary of Pfizer, Pharmacia & Upjohn LLC,

---


and a three-year NPA with parent company Pfizer.\textsuperscript{369} The agreement included a $15 million fine.

**Second offense, resulting in plea agreement:** FDCA violation between 2002 and 2005.\textsuperscript{370}

Pharmacia & Upjohn misbranded the drug Bextra between 2002 and 2005. Bextra was approved for use in cases of osteoarthritis, adult rheumatoid arthritis and primary dysmenorrhea. However, the company promoted the drug for general acute pain and surgical pain – uses the FDA specifically rejected.

**Criminal enforcement action (Sept. 15, 2009):** Pharmacia & Upjohn pleaded guilty and agreed to pay a criminal fine of $1.195 billion, at the time the largest criminal fine ever imposed by the U.S. government.\textsuperscript{371}

The Pfizer subsidiary agreed\textsuperscript{372} to forfeit an additional $105 million, bringing the total criminal resolution up to $1.3 billion.

Pfizer also agreed to pay an additional $1 billion plus interest in civil penalties for fraudulent promotion of and kickback schemes involving Bextra, Geodon, Zyvox and Lyrica, bringing to total cost of the corporation’s settlements for this fraud scheme up to $2.3 billion.\textsuperscript{373}

**Third offense, resulting in DPA:** FCPA violations between 1997 and 2006.\textsuperscript{374}

\textsuperscript{369}Ibid.

\textsuperscript{370} U.S. Department of Justice, Non-Prosecution Agreement with Pfizer Inc., 27 Mar. 2007, [https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/usao-ma/legacy/2012/10/09/Pfizer%20Settlement%20Agreement.pdf](https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/usao-ma/legacy/2012/10/09/Pfizer%20Settlement%20Agreement.pdf)


\textsuperscript{372} U.S. Department of Justice, Settlement Agreement with Pfizer, 31 Aug. 2009, [https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/usao-ma/legacy/2012/10/09/Pfizer%20Settlement%20Agreement.pdf](https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/usao-ma/legacy/2012/10/09/Pfizer%20Settlement%20Agreement.pdf)


Pfizer H.C.P. Corporation, a Pfizer subsidiary, made improper payments to government officials in Bulgaria, Croatia, Kazakhstan and Russia, seeking to influence government decisions in these countries regarding approval and registration of Pfizer products, the award of pharmaceutical tenders, and the level of sales of Pfizer products. Pfizer admitted to paying more than $2 million in bribes to officials in the Eurasian countries, and to making more than $7 million in profits as a result of the bribes.375

**Criminal enforcement action (Aug. 7, 2012):** Pfizer entered a two-year DPA376 and paid a $15 million penalty.

Additionally, Pfizer settled with the SEC by paying $26.3 million in disgorgement of profits and Wyeth, a corporation acquired by Pfizer in 2009,377 separately paid $18.8 million in disgorgement of profits.378

The company was not required to retain a corporate monitor. It must periodically report to the DOJ on its implementation of compliance efforts. The agreement stated that if the company commits any criminal violation of U.S. law after signing the agreement, provides deliberately false, incomplete or misleading information, or otherwise breaches the agreement, it can be subject to prosecution for the FCPA violations at issue in the agreement or any other crimes.379

**Fourth offense, resulting in plea agreement:** FDCA violation between 1998 and 2009.380

---

Wyeth Pharmaceuticals Inc., a Pfizer subsidiary, unlawfully marketed the prescription drug Rapamune, which helps prevent the bodies of organ donation recipients from rejecting a donated organ, for uses not approved by the FDA.\footnote{Ibid.}


With civil claims, Wyeth was required to pay a total of $490 million.

**Corporate wrongdoer:** Smith & Nephew, a multinational medical device corporation based in London.


According to the DOJ’s charges, Smith & Nephew, with five other companies (Biomet, Zimmer, DePuy Orthopaedics and Stryker Orthopedics), conspired to violate the federal anti-kickback statute.

The companies used consulting agreements with orthopedic surgeons to induce the surgeons to use particular companies’ products. These surgeons received tens to hundreds of thousands of dollars for yearly “consulting contracts,” often receiving lavish trips and other benefits. The surgeons failed to disclose their relationships to Smith & Nephew and the other companies to their patients or to the hospitals where the surgeries were performed.


---

\footnote{381}{Ibid.}
The company was required to hire a federal monitor (David Samson, a former Attorney General of the State of New Jersey). Smith & Nephew was also required to maintain a compliance program and cooperate with ongoing investigations. Any subsequent consulting agreements that Smith & Nephew entered into required that physicians disclose their financial ties to the company.\textsuperscript{385}

**Second offense, resulting in DPA:** FCPA violations between 1998 and 2008.\textsuperscript{386}

The company sold products at full price to a Greek distributor, then paid the distributor an amount that would bring the product price down to the discount price, but made the discount price payments to shell companies created by the distributor. The Greek distributor then used the funds to bribe Greek-government funded health care providers into purchasing Smith & Nephew products. According to the DOJ, $9.4 million were paid into the shell companies, some of which was used to bribe physicians.\textsuperscript{387}

**Criminal enforcement action (Feb. 6, 2012):** Smith & Nephew entered another 18-month DPA\textsuperscript{388} with the DOJ and paid a $16.8 million penalty. Additionally, Smith & Nephew in a related matter paid a $5.4 million disgorgement of profits to the SEC.\textsuperscript{389}

\textsuperscript{385} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{387} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{388} U.S. Department of Justice, Deferred Prosecution Agreement with Smith & Nephew, 1 Feb. 2012, \url{https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/criminal-fraud/legacy/2012/02/15/2012-02-01-s-n-dpa.pdf}
Corporate wrongdoer: Stryker Corporation, a medical device company based in Kalamazoo, Mich., and OtisMed Corporation, which Stryker acquired in November 2009.390

Offense resulting in NPA: Antitrust violations between 2002 and 2006.

Stryker Orthopedics, a Stryker subsidiary, conspired with four other medical device makers (Biomet, Depuy Orthopaedics, Smith & Nephew and Zimmer) in violation of federal anti-kickback law.391

The five companies accounted for nearly 95% of the hip and knee surgical implant market. The companies used consulting agreements with orthopedic surgeons to induce the surgeons to use particular companies’ products. These surgeons received tens to hundreds of thousands of dollars for yearly “consulting contracts,” often receiving lavish trips and other benefits. The surgeons failed to disclose their relationships to Stryker and the other companies to their patients or to the hospitals where the surgeries were performed.392

Criminal enforcement action (Oct. 1, 2005): Stryker, being the first corporation to come forward and cooperate with the DOJ, entered into an 18-month NPA.393 (The other four corporations entered DPAs with the DOJ.) Unlike its co-conspirators, Stryker was not required to pay a fine, though it was required to retain a corporate monitor for the duration of the NPA.394

Second offense, resulting in plea agreement: Misbranding from 2006 to 2008.

392 Ibid.
According to the FBI’s indictment, Stryker Biotech, a subsidiary of Stryker Corporation, allegedly promoted its bone repair products for uses not approved by the FDA, resulting in “serious medical problems” arising in some patients.\(^\text{395}\)

**Criminal enforcement action (Jan. 17, 2012):** The Stryker subsidiary pleaded guilty to one misdemeanor count of medical device misbranding and agreed to pay a $15 million fine.\(^\text{396}\) The government dropped its charges against the company's executives, and the felony charges against Stryker were dismissed.\(^\text{397}\)

**Third offense, resulting in NPA and plea agreement:** Marketing an unapproved medical device between May 2006 and September 2009.\(^\text{398}\)

OtisMed Corporation, a private corporation until it was purchased in November 2009 by Stryker,\(^\text{399}\) sold a medical device it manufactured, the OtisKnee, despite the device not being approved by the FDA. The sales of the device allegedly included co-promotion activities with Stryker. OtisMed belatedly sought FDA approval for the device in 2008 and was denied. Even after the denial, OtisMed shipped orders of the device to be used in scheduled surgeries. OtisMed sold more than 18,000 of the unapproved devices, resulting in income of about $27.1 million.\(^\text{400}\)

**Criminal enforcement action (Dec. 8, 2014):** OtisMed pleaded guilty and agreed to pay a

---


criminal fine of $34.4 million and forfeited $5.16 million.401

Stryker entered a three-year NPA with the DOJ.402

Separately, OtisMed’s CEO Charlie Chi pleaded guilty to introducing adulterated medical devices into interstate commerce.403

Corporate wrongdoer: Zimmer Biomet, a multinational medical device corporation based in Warsaw, Ind. Zimmer and Biomet, formerly separate corporations, merged in 2015.404 Zimmer was formed from the orthopedics division of Bristol-Myers Squibb, which spun off from its parent corporation in 2001.405

Offenses resulting in DPAs: Zimmer and Biomet, then separate companies, conspired with three other companies (Depuy Orthopaedics, Stryker Orthopedics and Smith & Nephew) in violation of federal anti-kickback law from at least 2002 to 2006.406

The five companies accounted for nearly 95% of the hip and knee surgical implant market. The companies used consulting agreements with orthopedic surgeons to induce the surgeons to use particular companies’ products. These surgeons received tens to hundreds of

thousands of dollars for yearly “consulting contracts,” often receiving lavish trips and other benefits. The surgeons failed to disclose their relationships to Biomet and the other companies to their patients or to the hospitals where the surgeries were performed. More than 700,000 hip and knee replacement surgeries are performed in the U.S. each year. Two-thirds of these are performed on patients covered by Medicare.407

Criminal enforcement action (Sept. 27, 2007): Both Zimmer408 and Biomet409 entered into 18-month DPAs with the DOJ.

In fines, Zimmer paid $169.5 million and Biomet Orthopedics, a Biomet subsidiary, paid $26.9 million.410

Both were required to retain a corporate monitor.

Second offense, resulting in DPA: FCPA violations between 2000 and 2008.411

Biomet and its subsidiaries made improper payments to publicly employed health care providers in Argentina, Brazil and China to secure business with hospitals. More than $1.5 million in corrupt payments were made. The company falsely recorded the payments as “commissions,” “royalties,” “consulting fees” and “scientific incentives.”412

Criminal enforcement action (March 26, 2012): Biomet entered a three-year DPA with the DOJ and was required to pay $17.28 million in criminal penalties.

The DPA also required that the company implement rigorous internal controls to cooperate with investigations and hire a federal monitor for 18 months. Following the monitorship, for

407 Ibid.
the remainder of the agreement, Biomet was required to report to the DOJ on its corporate compliance activities at least every six months. As a result of Biomet’s ongoing remedial efforts, cooperation and compliance improvements, the company received a reduction in its penalty. Biomet also reached a settlement with the SEC for $5.4 million in disgorgement of profits.413

In 2015, Biomet announced in a filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission that, following the revelation of “certain alleged improprieties regarding its operations in Brazil and Mexico,” the DOJ had extended its DPA by one year.414

**Third offense, resulting in DPA:** Ongoing FCPA violations, between 2009 and 2013.415

In breach of Biomet’s 2012 DPA, the corporation continued to engage in foreign bribery in Brazil and Mexico and failed to adopt appropriate internal anticorruption policies.416

**Criminal enforcement action (Jan. 12, 2017):** Zimmer Biomet, the new entity formed by Zimmer’s acquisition of Biomet in 2015, entered a new three-year DPA with the DOJ and agreed to pay a $17.4 million criminal penalty.417

JERDS Luxembourg Holding S.á.r.l., an indirect Zimmer Biomet subsidiary, pleaded guilty. Additionally, Zimmer Biomet agreed to pay the SEC $13 million in disgorgement and civil penalties.

414 Biomet Inc Form 8-K filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, 13 Mar. 2015, [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/351346/000090342315000219/biomet-8k_0317.htm](https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/351346/000090342315000219/biomet-8k_0317.htm)
Engineering and International Development Corporations

Corporate wrongdoer: Louis Berger Group, a global engineering and development company based in New Jersey. The business was privately held until it was acquired in late 2018\(^{418}\) by WSP, a Montreal-based multinational engineering firm.

Offense resulting in DPA: Fraud between 1999 and 2007.\(^ {419}\)

The DOJ filed charges against Louis Berger Group for, at the direction of its former executives and employees, overbilling the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and the U.S. Department of Defense by more than $10 million. The billing was for contracts for “rehabilitative and reconstructive work” in Iraq and Afghanistan.\(^ {420}\)

Criminal enforcement action (Nov. 5, 2010): Louis Berger Group entered a two-year DPA\(^ {421}\) with the DOJ and agreed to pay $18.7 million. The corporation was required to improve its ethics and compliance programs and to hire an independent monitor for the duration of the agreement. The corporation also was required to pay more than $50 million to settle civil claims. Two senior employees pleaded guilty for their role in the fraudulent scheme.

Second offense, resulting in DPA: FCPA violations between 1998 and 2010.\(^ {422}\)


\(^{421}\) Ibid.

Louis Berger International, a division of Louis Berger Group, paid $3.9 million in bribes to officials in India, Indonesia, Vietnam and Kuwait in order to secure contracts with the countries’ respective governments.\(^{423}\)

**Criminal enforcement action (July 17, 2015):** Louis Berger International entered a three-year DPA\(^ {424}\) with the DOJ and agreed to pay a $17.1 million criminal penalty. The DPA requires the corporation to improve its anticorruption compliance program and to take on an independent monitor for the duration of the agreement.

**Corporate wrongdoer:** Marubeni Corporation, an international trading company based in Tokyo.

**Offense resulting in DPA:** Alleged FCPA violations between 1994 and 2004.\(^ {425}\)

Marubeni allegedly paid bribes to officials in Nigeria on behalf of a joint corporate venture that was involved in developing liquified natural gas facilities.\(^ {426}\) The joint venture paid Marubeni $51 million, which in part were used to pay bribes.

**Criminal enforcement action (Jan. 17, 2012):** Marubeni entered a two-year DPA\(^ {427}\) with the DOJ and agreed to pay a $54.6 million criminal penalty.\(^ {428}\) Marubeni was required to strengthen its anticorruption compliance program and hire a corporate compliance consultant. The DPA states that if Marubeni is found to have committed any felony or breached the agreement in

---

\(^{423}\) *Ibid.*


any other way during the term of the agreement, the corporation shall be subject to criminal prosecution for the violation.

**Second offense, resulting in plea agreement:** FCPA violations between 2002 and 2009.429

According to the DOJ, Marubeni engaged in a scheme to bribe officials in Indonesia, including a high-ranking member of Indonesia’s parliament and officials in Indonesia’s state-run power company, in exchange for help obtaining a $118 million contract for itself and a co-conspirator corporation.430

**Criminal enforcement action (March 19, 2014):** Marubeni pleaded guilty to an eight-count criminal information and agreed to pay a criminal fine of $88 million.431 Marubeni agreed to improve its anti-corruption compliance program and cooperate further with DOJ investigations.

---


Oil and Gas Corporations

Corporate wrongdoer: BP, a London-based multinational oil and gas corporation.

Offenses resulting in DPA and two guilty pleas: The October 2007 DOJ press release describes criminal charges for three separate BP violations: fraud in 2004 and environmental violations in Texas between 1999 and 2005 and in Alaska in 2006.\(^{432}\)

According to the DOJ, in February and March of 2004, subsidiaries of BP America conspired to inflate the price of propane in the pipeline system owned by the Texas Eastern Products Pipeline Company (TEPPCO), which transports propane from Texas to the Midwest and Northeast states.\(^{433}\) BP executives and BP’s compliance manager were informed of the scheme, which was in violation of BP’s written policy, but no trader involved in the scheme was disciplined until the corporation was under investigation by the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission.\(^{434}\) The inflated cost of propane was estimated to have cost consumers more than $53 million.\(^{435}\)

Separately, on March 23, 2005, an explosion at a Texas oil refinery owned by BP Products North America killed 15 workers and injured 170 others.\(^{436}\) The explosion occurred after procedures to maintain a unit used for increasing the octane level of unleaded gasoline, and required by the Clean Air Act, were not performed for about six years preceding the explosion.\(^{437}\)

---


\(^{434}\) Ibid, p. 49


\(^{436}\) Ibid.

\(^{437}\) Ibid.
Also separately, British Petroleum Exploration (Alaska), suffered two pipeline leaks, in violation of the Clean Water Act. The first leak, discovered in March 2006, spilled over 200,000 gallons of crude oil, and was the largest oil spill ever in the North Slope region of Alaska. The second leak, which occurred in August the same year, spilled 1,000 gallons.\textsuperscript{438}

**Criminal enforcement action (Oct. 25, 2007):** Enforcement actions against three BP subsidiaries for the three violations were announced in a single DOJ press release.\textsuperscript{439}

To resolve the DOJ’s fraud charge, BP America paid a criminal penalty of $100 million and entered a three-year DPA requiring the corporation to take on an independent monitor.\textsuperscript{440} BP also was required to pay a civil penalty of $125 million, a $25 million penalty to the U.S. Postal Inspection Consumer Fraud Fund, and restitution of about $53 million.

The DPA includes language significantly narrowing the scope of types of subsequent violations that could be considered a breach:

“[S]hould the Department in its sole discretion determine that BP America has committed any federal crime involving Manipulative Conduct other than a misdemeanor violation, knowingly given false, incomplete or misleading information relating to the current investigation of propane, or of such other Manipulative Conduct about which the Department shall inquire of [...] BP Entities, [...] BP America shall [...] thereafter be subject to prosecution[.]”\textsuperscript{441} [Emphasis added]

For the conduct leading up to the Texas oil refinery explosion, BP Products North America Inc. pleaded guilty to a felony violation of the Clean Air Act and agreed to pay a $50 million criminal fine. (At the time, it was the largest fine for a Clean Air Act violation). The subsidiary was ordered to serve three years of probation.\textsuperscript{442}

\textsuperscript{438} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{439} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{441} Ibid.
For the Alaska oil spills, British Petroleum Exploration (Alaska) pleaded guilty and agreed to pay a $12 million criminal fine and $8 million in community service payments to the National Fish and Wildlife Federation and in restitution to the state of Alaska. The subsidiary was ordered to serve three years of probation.443

**Second offense, resulting in plea agreement:** Manslaughter and environmental violations in 2010.

On April 20, 2010, the two highest-ranking BP supervisors on the Deepwater Horizon offshore oil-drilling rig in the Gulf of Mexico, in failing to take measures to prevent a blowout despite clear indications the well was not secure, negligently caused the deaths of 11 workers and the catastrophic oil spill that followed when the well exploded.444 Over 87 days, 4 million barrels of oil poured into the ocean from the damaged well until it was capped.445

Additionally, a BP senior executive obstructed a congressional inquiry into how much oil was coming out of the damaged well. The executive provided false information and misled Congress and the public while pushing BP’s official narrative that 5,000 barrels of oil were pouring out of the well per day. BP’s internal estimates were much higher, and an independent investigation later concluded that more than 60,000 barrels per day were spilling into the ocean from BP’s well.

**Criminal enforcement action (Jan. 29, 2013):** BP Exploration and Production, a BP subsidiary, pleaded guilty to 14 criminal counts: 11 counts of felony manslaughter, one count of felony obstruction of Congress, and Clean Water Act and Migratory Bird Treaty Act violations.446

The corporation was sentenced to pay $4 billion in criminal fines and penalties, which the DOJ press release remarked was the largest criminal resolution in history, and put on five

---

years probation, the maximum allowed. Additionally, BP was required to take on two monitors, a safety and risk management monitor and an ethics monitor.\textsuperscript{447}

**Corporate wrongdoer:** Chevron, a multinational oil and gas corporation based in San Ramon, Calif.

**Offense resulting in NPA:** The DOJ alleges Chevron illegally purchased oil from intermediaries with the Iraqi government under Saddam Hussein, the proceeds of which secretly funded Hussein’s government, between 2001 to 2002.\textsuperscript{448}

These actions were in violation of the U.S wire fraud statutes and administrative regulations prohibiting transactions with the former government of Iraq.\textsuperscript{449}

**Criminal enforcement action (Nov. 14, 2007):** Chevron entered into a two-year NPA\textsuperscript{450} with the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York.

As a part of the agreement, Chevron paid $20 million to the U.S. Attorney’s office for the Southern District of New York (SDNY), which transferred that money to the Development Fund of Iraq and paid as restitution for the benefit of the people of Iraq. Additionally, Chevron paid $5 million to the New York County District Attorney’s (DANY) office and $2 million in civil penalties to the U.S. Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control for civil penalties. The company also paid $3 million to the SEC. The fees paid to SDNY and DANY satisfy the disgorgement of $25 million that Chevron was ordered to pay.\textsuperscript{451}

In a press release, SDNY explained its reason for not prosecuting Chevron, pointing to the “Principles of Federal Prosecution of Business Organizations.” Among the reasons it

\textsuperscript{447} Ibid.


highlighted were: Chevron’s cooperation with government investigations, its commitment to continued cooperation, its implementation of enhanced compliance procedures designed to prevent future violations of law by employees, removal of culpable employees, settlement of the SEC’s civil enforcement action prior to entering the NPA, and agreement to forfeit at least $20 million for transfer to the Iraqi people. SDNY also cited collateral consequences of criminal indictment that could result for “innocent employees and shareholders.”452

The agreement states that if Chevron commits any crimes after the agreement is signed or is found to have given false, incomplete or misleading testimony, it may be subject to prosecution for this or other crimes.453

Second offense, resulting in plea agreement: Tax evasion between 2002 and 2010.

Chevron conspired “to impede, impair, obstruct and defeat the functions of the Internal Revenue Service in the ascertainment, computation, assessment and collection of federal excise taxes” (tax evasion).454

Criminal enforcement action (July 26, 2010): Chevron Commercial, a subsidiary, pleaded guilty to engaging in the conspiracy. While the maximum penalty for the violation was a five-year probation and a fine of $500,000, the plea agreement notes that the government is not recommending a fine because it would “impair the ability of the defendant to pay federal excise taxes due to the [IRS].” The court noted the defendant would be required to pay a “Special Assessment” of $400.455

Corporate wrongdoer: Halliburton and Kellogg Brown & Root (KBR), a Halliburton subsidiary until 2006.456

452 Ibid.
455 Ibid.
**Offense resulting in NPA:** FCPA violations between 1995 and 2004.

Then-Halliburton subsidiary KBR, through senior management including CEO Albert “Jack” Stanley, engaged in a scheme of bribing Nigerian government officials, including to executive branch officials, in order to obtain contracts with Nigeria’s government-owned oil company, the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation, to build liquefied natural gas facilities. The contracts were valued at more than $6 billion. At the time, KBR was a Halliburton subsidiary.

**Criminal enforcement action (Feb. 11, 2009):** KBR, now a separate public corporation and no longer a Halliburton subsidiary, pleaded guilty to a five-count criminal information and agreed to pay a $402 million criminal fine.

Former parent company Halliburton entered a two-year NPA with the DOJ and contributed $382 million toward paying KBR's criminal fine. Halliburton did not admit wrongdoing.

In a related proceeding, former KBR CEO Stanley pleaded guilty for his role in the bribery scheme and in 2012 was sentenced to serve 30 months in prison.

**Second offense, resulting in plea agreement:** Destroying evidence in May and June 2010.

In the aftermath of the BP’s fatal oil spill disaster, Halliburton Energy Services, a Halliburton subsidiary, conducted an investigation into the oil well design. The safety mechanism that failed to seal the well in during the emergency had been provided by Halliburton. In May and June of 2010, Halliburton ran simulations of the incident to determine whether changes to certain technical aspects of the well design could have prevented or lessened the disaster.

---


After finding that the technical changes would not have prevented or lessened the disaster, Halliburton destroyed the simulation results.\textsuperscript{462}

**Criminal enforcement action (Sept. 19, 2013):** Halliburton pleaded guilty to a charge of destroying evidence and agreed to pay the statutory maximum fine,\textsuperscript{463} reportedly $200,000,\textsuperscript{464} and serve three years of probation.

**Corporate wrongdoer:** Helmerich & Payne, a global oil and gas drilling corporation based in Tulsa, Okla.

**Offense resulting in NPA:** FCPA violations from 2003 through 2008.\textsuperscript{465}

Helmerich & Payne International Drilling Co. is an offshore subsidiary of Helmerich & Payne, and which itself serves as a parent company for Helmerich & Payne’s Argentinian and Venezuelan subsidiaries.

The Helmerich & Payne subsidiaries made about $185,673 in improper payments to Argentinian and Venezuelan customs officials that saved the corporation about $320,604.\textsuperscript{466} Helmerich & Payne’s internal recordkeeping procedures failed to account for the improper payments.

**Criminal enforcement action (July 30, 2009):** Helmerich & Payne entered a two-year

---


\textsuperscript{466} Ibid.
NPA\textsuperscript{467} with the DOJ and agreed to pay a $1 million penalty.\textsuperscript{468}

**Second offense, resulting in plea agreement:** Falsifying documents and failing to perform required equipment tests to prevent oil spills on six occasions in 2010.\textsuperscript{469}

A crew working on an oil rig in the Gulf of Mexico managed by Helmerich & Payne International Drilling Co., a subsidiary of Helmerich & Payne, did not perform equipment tests on a blowout preventer because the employees knew the equipment would fail. Instead, the employees created false test charts, which they used to deceive federal inspectors. According to the DOJ press release, the crew “falsified the testing records for the benefit of the defendant, [the Helmerich & Payne subsidiary], to minimize downtime and costs associated with repairs.”\textsuperscript{470}

**Criminal enforcement action (Nov. 8, 2013):** The Helmerich & Payne subsidiary pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor count of knowingly making and delivering false writings and agreed to pay a criminal monetary penalty of $6.4 million.\textsuperscript{471} The company was placed on probation for three years. In a related enforcement matter, the drilling rig manager responsible for overseeing the crew involved in falsifying the data pleaded guilty to lying to a federal agent and was sentenced to two years of probation.\textsuperscript{472}

**Corporate wrongdoer:** Noble Corporation, a global offshore oil drilling corporation based in London.

**Offense resulting in NPA:** FCPA violations between January 2003 and July 2007.

\textsuperscript{467} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{470} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{471} Ibid.
Noble made about $74,000 in payments to a freight forwarding agent, and some Noble employees knew that some amount of the payments would be used to bribe Nigerian customs officials. The corporation made false records to conceal the bribes.473

**Criminal enforcement action (Nov. 4, 2010):** Noble entered a three-year NPA474 with the DOJ and agreed to pay a $2.59 million criminal penalty.475 In a related enforcement action, two Noble executives, who denied wrongdoing, entered a settlement with the SEC which required them to pay no penalties.476

**Second offense, resulting in plea agreement:** Environmental and maritime crimes in 2012.477

Violations by Noble Drilling (US), Noble’s U.S. subsidiary, involve the operation of a mobile drill ship and a rig known as the Kulluk, both of which Shell contracted for arctic drilling.478 Noble falsified records regarding the operation of pollution prevention devices the ship and rig were legally required to use. The device was nonfunctional. Noble separately devised another makeshift pollution prevention device for managing engine room wastewater and attempted to conceal the system from the Coast Guard. Additionally, Noble repeatedly violated the legal requirement to report hazards caused by its vessels to the Coast Guard.479

**Criminal enforcement action (Dec. 8, 2014):** The Noble Drilling subsidiary pleaded guilty to eight

---


felony offenses and agreed to pay a criminal fine of $8.2 million and a community service payment of $4 million.\footnote{U.S. District Court for the District of Alaska, Plea Agreement with Noble Drilling, 8 Dec. 2014, \url{http://liblaw.virginia.edu/Garrett/corporate-prosecution-registry/agreements/NobleDrilling.pdf}}

**Corporate wrongdoer:** Transocean, a multinational offshore oil drilling corporation based in Switzerland.\footnote{U.S. Department of Justice, Press Release: “Oil Services Companies and a Freight Forwarding Company Agree to Resolve Foreign Bribery Investigations and to Pay More Than $156 Million in Criminal Penalties,” 4 Nov. 2010, \url{https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/oil-services-companies-and-freight-forwarding-company-agree-resolve-foreign-bribery}}

**Offense resulting in DPA:** FCPA violations between 2002 and 2007.\footnote{Ibid.}

Agents employed by Transocean Inc., the Caymans Island subsidiary of Transocean, paid about $90,000 in bribes to Nigerian customs officials in order to get around Nigerian regulations regarding the importation of deep-water oil rigs.\footnote{Ibid.}

**Criminal enforcement action (Nov. 4, 2010):** Transocean entered a three-year DPA\footnote{U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Texas, Houston Division, Deferred Prosecution Agreement with Transocean Inc., 4 Nov. 2010, \url{https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/criminal-fraud/legacy/2011/02/16/11-04-10transocean-dpa.pdf}} with the DOJ, agreed to accept responsibility for its actions and pay a criminal penalty of $13.44 million.

**Second offense, resulting in plea agreement:** Environmental violations in 2010 leading up to the BP oil spill disaster in the Gulf of Mexico.\footnote{U.S. Department of Justice, Press Release: “Transocean Pleads Guilty, Is Sentenced to Pay $400 Million in Criminal Penalties for Criminal Conduct Leading to Deepwater Horizon Disaster,” 14 Feb. 2013, \url{https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/transocean-pleads-guilty-sentenced-pay-400-millionin-criminal_penalties-criminal}}

Specifically, members of Transocean Deepwater’s crew on board the Deepwater Horizon acted negligently in failing to investigate indications the deepwater oil well was insecure, a violation of the Clean Water Act.
Criminal enforcement action (Feb. 14, 2013): Transocean pleaded guilty to a one-count charge of violating the Clean Water Act, was sentenced to five years of probation and agreed to pay $400 million in criminal penalties.\(^*\) Separately, a $1 billion civil penalty was imposed on the corporation for its environmental violation.\(^*\)

### Technology Corporations

**Corporate wrongdoer:** Lucent and Alcatel-Lucent. The latter formed when the former, an American corporation, merged with Alcatel, a French corporation, in 2006. In 2016, the corporation was acquired by, and became a subsidiary of, Nokia, which is headquartered in Finland.

**Offense resulting in NPA:** FCPA violations between 2000 and 2003.

Lucent provided Chinese government officials with 315 trips that were primarily for the purpose of leisure. These trips were set up with the help of U.S.-based Lucent employees by Lucent China officials. The company improperly recorded expenses for these trips in its books and records and failed adequately to monitor the provision of travel and other items of value to Chinese government officials. Examples of trips provided and their benefits to the company include: a trip for Chinese officials to various cities in the U.S. that cost more than $73,000 and had the potential to yield $80 million in new business for Lucent and two-week trips for two delegations from a large national, state-owned telecom enterprise in China that cost over $130,000 and had the potential to yield more than $4 million in business for Lucent.\(^*\)

Criminal enforcement action (Nov. 14, 2007): Lucent entered a two-year NPA with the DOJ and agreed to pay a $1 million fine.

---

During the agreement's term, Lucent was required to commit no crimes, disclose all information related to the activities of the company to investigators and notify the DOJ of criminal conduct by the company or its employees or any civil action brought by governmental authorities alleging fraud by or against Lucent. Lucent was to adopt new internal controls or modify existing controls, policies and procedures to ensure that it kept fair and accurate books, records and accounts, and adhered to an anti-corruption compliance code. If Lucent complied with the terms of the agreement, the DOJ would not prosecute.

**Second offense, resulting in DPA and three plea agreements:** FCPA violations from the 1990s through 2006.

Alcatel had been pursuing business opportunities around the world through third-party agents and consultants. These consultants repeatedly were used to bribe foreign officials and executives in order to obtain business in various countries. The decentralized structure of the company meant that Alcatel employees did not perform adequate due diligence on third-party consultants. In particular, one executive (referred to only as “Executive 1” in the agreement) failed to make efforts to verify information provided by consultants.489

According to the DOJ's charging documents, senior executives at Alcatel's subsidiaries knew or should have known that the consultants were paying bribes to foreign officials. To conceal their illegal business practices, employees of some subsidiaries sometimes used aliases in their emails when referring to foreign officials who received bribes or provided non-public information to Alcatel.490

The three subsidiaries paid millions of dollars in bribes to foreign officials and admitted to earning $48.1 million in profits as a result of the improper payments. These profits came from contracts in Costa Rica worth $300 million; contracts in Honduras worth $47 million; and contracts in Taiwan worth $19.2 million.491

**Criminal enforcement action (Dec. 27, 2010):** Parent company Alcatel-Lucent S.A. entered into a three-year DPA with the DOJ. The three subsidiaries, Alcatel-Lucent France, Alcatel-Lucent Trade International and Alcatel Centroamerica pleaded guilty to violating anti-bribery, books and records, and internal controls provisions of the FCPA. The DPA required the company to

490 Ibid.
hire a corporate monitor. Collectively, the parent and subsidiaries paid penalties totaling $92 million.

**Corporate wrongdoer:** General Electric (GE), a multinational industrial corporate conglomerate based in Boston.

**Offense resulting in two NPAs:** Alleged FCPA violations between 2001 and 2004.\(^{492}\)

When GE acquired the airport security technology company InVision Technologies in 2004, it also acquired its new subsidiary’s criminal liabilities. Investigations by the DOJ and the SEC revealed “a high probability” that InVision had offered bribes to foreign officials in Thailand, China and the Philippines in order to secure sales of its airport security screening equipment.

**Criminal enforcement action (Dec. 6, 2004):** The DOJ entered into a one-year NPA with GE\(^{493}\) and a two year-NPA with InVision,\(^ {494}\) which also was required to pay $800,000 in penalties. Under the NPA, GE agreed to integrate InVision into an FCPA compliance program, retain an independent consultant to oversee the process and ensure its subsidiary’s ongoing cooperation and compliance.\(^ {495}\)

**Offense\(^ {496}\) resulting in NPA:** Antitrust violations between 1999 and 2006.\(^ {497}\)

---


\(^{494}\) *Ibid.*


\(^{496}\) Note the crossed chronology of GE’s offenses and resulting criminal enforcement actions. While the enforcement action resulting in the first NPA (2004) occurred before the enforcement action resulting in the second NPA (2011), the wrongdoing the DOJ described in the later NPA precedes the wrongdoing the DOJ describes in the earlier NPA.

Traders working for GE Funding Capital Markets, a GE subsidiary, sought to manipulate the bidding process on municipal bonds through unlawful means.

**Criminal enforcement action (Dec. 23, 2011):** The GE subsidiary entered into a one-year NPA with the DOJ and agreed to pay $70 million in restitution, penalties and disgorgement to federal and state agencies and to cooperate fully with further investigations.

**Corporate wrongdoer:** Hitachi, a Tokyo-based multinational technology corporation.

**Offense resulting in NPA:** Alleged price fixing / antitrust violations between 1999 and 2002.

Elpida, a corporation formed in 2000 as a joint venture between Hitachi and NEC Corporation, conspired to fix prices with other dynamic random access memory (DRAM) manufacturers. Elpida also conspired to rig a bid for its product.

**Criminal enforcement action (Jan.30, 2006):** Both Hitachi and NEC Corporation entered NPAs with the DOJ. Elpida pleaded guilty to the price fixing and bid rigging violations and paid an $84 million fine. Three other corporations involved in DRAM price-fixing schemes also pleaded guilty and paid fines. Neither Hitachi nor NEC admitted to wrongdoing.

---


Elpida ceased its direct affiliation with Hitachi in 2005, after Hitachi reduced its shareholding stake.\textsuperscript{504}

**Second offense, resulting in plea agreement:** Price fixing violations between April 2001 and March 2004.\textsuperscript{505}

Hitachi Displays Ltd, a Hitachi subsidiary participated in a conspiracy with other major thin-film transistor liquid crystal display panel (TFT-LCD) producers to fix the prices of TFT-LCD sold to Dell for use in their notebook computers.\textsuperscript{506}

**Criminal enforcement action (March 10, 2009):** The Hitachi subsidiary pleaded guilty and paid a $31 million fine.\textsuperscript{507}

Three other multinational companies were involved in the price fixing scheme and also paid fines.\textsuperscript{508}

**Third offense, resulting in plea agreement:** Wire fraud, Sherman Antitrust Act violations, price fixing and bid rigging between 2004 and 2009.\textsuperscript{509}

Hitachi-LG Data Storage, a joint venture of Hitachi Ltd. And LG Electronics Inc., conspired with other corporations to rig bids on optical disk drives sold to Dell, Hewlett-Packard and Microsoft. Hitachi-LG Data Storage also was charged with scheming to defraud Hewlett-Packard.


\textsuperscript{506} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{508} Ibid.

Criminal enforcement action (Sept. 30, 2011): The Hitachi subsidiary pleaded guilty to a 15-count felony charge and paid a $21.1 million criminal fine.510

Fourth offense, resulting in plea agreement: Price fixing and bid rigging from at least as early as January 2000 until at least February 2010.511

Hitachi Automotive Systems Ltd., a Hitachi subsidiary that manufactures and sells auto parts, conspired to fix the price of starter motors, alternators, air flow meters, valve timing control devices, fuel injection systems, electronic throttle bodies, ignition coils, inverters and motor generators, when selling the parts to auto manufacturers including Ford, General Motors, Honda, Nissan and Toyota.512

Criminal enforcement action (Sept. 26, 2013): The Hitachi subsidiary pleaded guilty to a one-count felony charge and paid a $195 million criminal fine.513

Fifth offense, resulting in plea agreement: Price fixing and big rigging in violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act between November 2005 and September 2009.514

Hitachi Metals Ltd., a Hitachi subsidiary, conspired to fix prices and rig bids for automotive brake hoses.

Criminal enforcement action (Oct. 31, 2014): Hitachi Metals pleaded guilty and paid a $1.25 million criminal fine.515

Sixth offense, resulting in a plea agreement: Price fixing between 2002 and 2010.

510 Ibid.
512 Ibid.
513 Ibid.
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Hitachi Chemical Co. Ltd., a Hitachi subsidiary, conspired with its competitors to fix prices for electrolytic capacitors.\(^5\)\(^1\)\(^6\)

**DOJ enforcement action (April 27, 2016):** Hitachi Chemical Co. pleaded guilty to a one-count felony charge\(^5\)\(^1\)\(^7\) and was sentenced to pay a criminal fine of $3.8 million.\(^5\)\(^1\)\(^8\)

**Seventh offense, resulting in a plea agreement:** Price fixing and bid rigging from the mid-1990s until summer 2011.\(^5\)\(^1\)\(^9\)

Hitachi Automotive Systems Ltd., conspired to fix the price of shock absorbers and coordinated prices with other supplies in order to inflate prices when selling the parts to Toyota Motor Corporation and its subsidiaries.\(^5\)\(^2\)\(^0\)

**Criminal enforcement action (Aug. 9, 2016):** Again, the Hitachi automotive subsidiary pleaded guilty. The company paid a $55.48 million criminal fine and the DOJ recommended the corporation be placed on probation for three years.\(^5\)\(^2\)\(^1\)

**Corporate wrongdoer:** NEC, a Tokyo-based multinational technology corporation.

**Offense resulting in NPA:** Alleged price fixing / antitrust violations between 1999 and 2002.\(^5\)\(^2\)\(^2\) (This offense is the same as Hitachi’s first offense, listed above.)

---


\(^5\)\(^1\)\(^7\) Ibid.

\(^5\)\(^1\)\(^8\) Ibid.


\(^5\)\(^2\)\(^0\) Ibid.

\(^5\)\(^2\)\(^1\) Ibid.

Elpida, a corporation formed in 2000 as a joint venture between Hitachi and NEC Corporation, conspired to fix prices with other dynamic random access memory (DRAM) manufacturers. Elpida also conspired to rig a bid for its product. (NEC significantly reduced its Elpida shareholding stake in 2005.)

**Criminal enforcement action (Jan. 30, 2006):** Both Hitachi and NEC entered NPAs with the DOJ. Elpida pleaded guilty to the price fixing and bid rigging violations and paid an $84 million fine. Three other corporations involved in DRAM price-fixing schemes also pleaded guilty and paid fines. Neither Hitachi nor NEC admitted to wrongdoing.

**Second offense, resulting in plea agreement:** Antitrust violations between 2002 and 2013.

NEC Tokin Corporation was a subsidiary of NEC until 2017, when it was acquired by KEMET Corporation and renamed TOKIN. The former NEC subsidiary conspired with its competitors to fix prices for electrolytic capacitors, a common component in consumer electronic products.

**Criminal enforcement action (Sept. 2, 2015):** NEC pleaded guilty to a one-count felony charge and agreed to pay a $13.8 million criminal fine.

---


Other Corporations

**Corporate wrongdoer:** ConAgra Foods, which is based in Chicago and changed its name to ConAgra Brands in 2016.  

**Offense resulting in DPA:** Alleged immigration violations in 1995.

Managers at a ConAgra poultry plant in Kentucky knowingly employed four undocumented immigrants.  

**Criminal enforcement action (April 16, 1998):** ConAgra Poultry Company, a ConAgra subsidiary, acknowledged its responsibility for the wrongdoing and agreed to pay $100,000. The subsidiary entered a three-year DPA and agreed to commit no further violations. So long as the corporation complied with the terms of the agreement, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Western District of Kentucky agreed not to prosecute.  

**Second offense, resulting in plea agreement:** Environmental violations between 1998 and 2003.

ConAgra Foods failed to report and maintain proper documentation with regards to the temperature of water being discharged from a food processing facility. Temperatures higher than were allowed were documented in a logbook at the facility but not relayed as required to the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency.  

**Criminal enforcement action (Jan. 18, 2006):** ConAgra pleaded guilty to one count of

---
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violating the Clean Water Act and was sentenced to pay a criminal fine of $138,513 and $55,000 each to the National Park Foundation and the Friends of the Mississippi River, plus $1,487 in restitution to the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency.\(^{535}\)

**Third offense, resulting in plea agreement:** Food safety violations between 2006 and 2007.\(^{536}\)

ConAgra Grocery Products Company, a ConAgra Foods subsidiary, shipped tainted Peter Pan brand peanut butter, which was prepared under conditions that could allow it to be contaminated by salmonella.\(^{537}\)

**Criminal enforcement action (May 20, 2015):** The ConAgra subsidiary pleaded guilty, paid a criminal fine of $8 million, and forfeited assets of $3.2 million. At the time, the criminal fine was the largest ever in a food safety case.\(^{538}\)

**Corporate wrongdoer:** Las Vegas Sands, a hotel and casino developer and operator based in Las Vegas.

**Offense resulting in NPA:** Alleged Bank Secrecy Act compliance failures between October of 2006 and April of 2007.\(^{539}\)

Officials at Las Vegas Sands’ Venetial-Palazzo hotel complex failed to file suspicious activity reports with regards to wire transfers of more than $45 million and cashier checks deposits of $13 million from Zhenli Ye Gon, at the time the casino’s largest ever “all-cash, up-front

---


\(^{537}\) U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Georgia, Albany Division, Plea Agreement with Conagra Grocery Products Company, LLC, 20 May 2015, [https://www.justice.gov/file/440651/download](https://www.justice.gov/file/440651/download)


gambler.” Federal officials allege Las Vegas Sands helped Ye Gon transfer funds in ways that would avoid government scrutiny, and that the scheme was conducted to launder money earned from illegal drug trafficking activities.540

**Criminal enforcement action (Aug. 27, 2013):** Las Vegas Sands entered a two-year NPA541 with the DOJ and agreed to pay $47,400,300 to the U.S. Treasury. The NPA required Las Vegas Sands to reconfigure and improve its Bank Secrecy Act and suspicious activity report compliance efforts.

**Second offense, resulting in NPA:** Alleged FCPA violations from 2006 through 2009.542

According to the DOJ, members of Las Vegas Sands’ executive team knowingly and willfully failed to put in place internal compliance systems to ensure the legitimacy of payments the corporation was making to a consultant, who was paid $5.8 million, ostensibly to promote the business in China and Macao. Las Vegas Sands continued to make payments to the consultant after staff and an outside auditor raised concerns about the payments. One employee in the finance department who tried to raise concerns about the suspicious payments was fired.543

**Criminal enforcement action (Jan. 19, 2017):** Las Vegas Sands entered another NPA with the DOJ, this one with a term of three years, 544 and agreed to pay a criminal penalty of $6.96 million.545 According to the press release, the individuals responsible for the conduct are no longer employed at the corporation, which underwent extensive remedial measures.

---


543 Ibid.


## Appendix B

Table: The 39 Fortune 500 companies that have received a DPA or NPA, 16 of which received a subsequent U.S. criminal enforcement action.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporation</th>
<th>Fortune 500 Rank</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
<th>Received DPA or NPA</th>
<th>Subsequent Enforcement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Berkshire Hathaway</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$247 billion</td>
<td>yes (General Reinsurance)</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVS Health</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$194 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chevron</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>$166 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Motors</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>$147 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alphabet</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$137 billion</td>
<td>yes (Google)</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPMorgan Chase</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>$131 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archer Daniels Midland</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>$64 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>$120 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank of America</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>$110 billion</td>
<td>yes (Merrill Lynch)</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson &amp; Johnson</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>$82 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Parcel Service</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>$72 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Technologies</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>$67 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prudential Financial</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$63 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>$58 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>$54 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIG</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>$47 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merck</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>$42 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Continental Holdings</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>$41 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyson Foods</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>$40 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halliburton</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>$24 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol-Myers Squibb</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>$23 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WellCare Health Plans</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>$20 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNC Financial Services</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>$20 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank of New York Mellon</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>$19 billion</td>
<td>yes (both pre-merged entities Bank of New York and Mellon Financial)</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenet Healthcare</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>$18 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporation</td>
<td>Fortune 500 Rank</td>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>Received DPA or NPA</td>
<td>Subsequent Enforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPG Industries</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>$15 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Las Vegas Sands</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>$14 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stryker</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>$14 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Street Corp.</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>$13 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FirstEnergy</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>$12 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corning</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>$11 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baxter International</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>$11 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SunTrust Banks</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>$10 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>$9 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones Financial (Edward Jones)</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>$9 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conagra Brands</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>$8 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimmer Biomet Holdings</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>$8 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph Lauren</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>$6 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Union</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>$6 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Fortune 500 list\textsuperscript{546} cross-referenced with Duke University/University of Virginia Corporate Prosecution Registry

\textsuperscript{546} https://fortune.com/fortune500/2019/
## Appendix C

Table: The 43 Global Fortune 500 Companies that have received a DPA or NPA, 25 of which received subsequent U.S. criminal enforcement actions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporation</th>
<th>Global 500 Rank (2019)</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
<th>Received DPA or NPA</th>
<th>Subsequent Offense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walmart</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$514 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Dutch Shell</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$397 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$304 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toyota Motor</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$273 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkshire Hathaway</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$248 billion</td>
<td>yes (General Reinsurance)</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daimler</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>$198 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVS Health</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>$195 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>$184 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chevron</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>$166 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Motors</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>$147 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alphabet</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>$137 billion</td>
<td>yes (Google)</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPMorgan Chase &amp; Co.</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>$131 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>$120 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutsche Telekom</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>$89 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit Agricole</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>$88 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSBC Holdings</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>$86 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>$86 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNP Paribas</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>$84 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson &amp; Johnson</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>$82 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIG</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>$76 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPS</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>$72 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marubeni</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>$67 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Technologies</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>$67 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archer Daniels Midland</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>$64 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prudential Financial</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>$63 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>$58 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Societe Generale</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>$58 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>$54 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutsche Bank</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>$47 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayer</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>$47 billion</td>
<td>yes (Monsanto)</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporation</td>
<td>Global 500 Rank (2019)</td>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>Received DPA or NPA</td>
<td>Subsequent Offense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volvo</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>$45 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBS Group</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>$43 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lufthansa Group</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>$42 billion</td>
<td>yes (Lufthansa Technik)</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merck</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>$42 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Airlines Holdings</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>$41 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlaxoSmithKline</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>$41 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyson Foods</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>$40 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barclays</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>$38 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABB</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>$37 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyds Banking Group</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>$35 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit Suisse Group</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>$34 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DZ Bank</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>$32 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>$26 billion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Fortune Global 500 list\textsuperscript{547} cross-referenced with Duke University/University of Virginia Corporate Prosecution Registry

\textsuperscript{547} https://fortune.com/global500/